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C O M M E N T

Humans will not be
virtualised out of existence
We’re in a world of increasing automation, virtualisation and artificial
intelligence. The focus on virtualisation technologies provides a real
opportunity for communications service providers (CSPs) to increase
automation in their networks and radically cut their costs of operation
by eliminating manual processes and function-specific hardware. The
question, though, is where to draw the line?

S

elf-organising or optimising networks
are certainly attractive but could it get
just too scary for CSPs, which after all
are network guys, to let the systems
take over? How far is too far when it
comes to sitting back and letting the
technology and systems decide what capacity to
provision where? Very soon, the technology will
be there to do this but there’s an understandable
psychological barrier to relinquishing control.
In our day-to-day lives we look at the concept of
the self-driving car as an appealing idea. It would
be great to have the car drive you home after a
tough day’s work but the reality of sitting in the
driver’s seat watching a movie while the car
conducts you through traffic at speed might be
just too frightening for the generations that have

always driven their own vehicle.
Similarly for CSPs, the idea of letting the system
run the business is a step too far. A middle
ground will emerge and it probably will resemble
airline pilots. Modern planes are set up to take off,
fly to their destination and land themselves but
the pilots are always present, ready to step in if an
anomaly or a failure occurs.
In self-driving cars, the driver will face the same
responsibility so the promise of not having to be
vigilant won’t come to fruition. No one’s going to
tailgate a lorry on a freeway while watching a
movie, trusting a machine to hit the brake and in
telecoms no one’s going to trust the systems to
run the business, only checking that everything is
running well once in a while.

Highlights on www.vanillaplus.com this month include a slew of new content in our NFV Hub.
Jeremy Cowan, the editorial director of VanillaPlus, continues his series of article on how to avoid
NFV deployment pains and we present videos with Lucas Skoczkowski, the chief executive of
Redknee and Sue Spradley, the senior vice president of Network and Service Enablement at JDSU.
Elsewhere, Steve Newton, the chief executive of Aria Networks, fresh from winning deals with
Apple and Facebook, is the subject of our executive snapshot and our series of Troubleticket
opinion article continues with Stuart Brown the director of customer experience at Teleware asking
whether customer centricity is part of your business’s DNA?
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Virtualisation and
automation then are not
replacements for the
traditional role of network
operations. They’ll remove
many of the routine
aspects, they’ll even be
able to alert about issues
more accurately and
predictively but they won’t
run the show.
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InfoVista acquires Ipanema Technologies for
app performance management
InfoVista has acquired Ipanema
Technologies. Ipanema delivers automated
systems to guarantee application
performance across enterprises’ large and
complex networks.
The acquisition is part of InfoVista’s
strategy to orchestrate network and
application performance. It positions
InfoVista to maximise business application
experiences over hybrid WANs and protect
business continuity.
“With this acquisition, InfoVista extends its
capabilities with software-defined WAN to
maximise business application experience
over the hybrid network,” said Philippe
Ozanian, the chief executive of InfoVista.
“Both Ipanema and InfoVista strongly share
the conviction that CSPs must play the
leading role in helping enterprises make the

most of the new hybrid network and hybrid
cloud paradigm. The two companies have
also established a proven and successful
technology partnership for several years.
This makes us feel very confident in the
benefits it will bring to our enterprise and
CSP customers.”
Jim Darragh, the CEO of Ipanema
Technologies, added: “Ipanema is a
disruptive player in the industry. Its vision of
business-centric application performance
management through all-in-one, objectivebased and fully automated solutions is
becoming a must-have. This acquisition will
accelerate our vision and current business
momentum, as most CIOs are engaged in
the digital transformation of their enterprises.
It is also a natural fit, as both companies
share the same values and passion for
customer satisfaction and innovation.”

IHS buys RootMetrics for network analytics
and insight gathering capability
Insight and information provider IHS, has
acquired RootMetrics, a US-based
independent mobile networks analytics
firm that offers insights into the mobile
user experience.

acquisition firmly establishes IHS as a
leading provider of telecom analytics and
market intelligence and supports our core
strategy of offering capabilities globally
across industry verticals.”

Founded in 2008, RootMetrics offers
accurate and objective insights into the
mobile experience such as reliability,
speed, voice, data and text performance.
RootMetrics uses a proprietary
measurement methodology and
sophisticated algorithms to develop
network analytics that are made available
to its customers – leading mobile operators
and infrastructure providers in the US and
UK – on a subscription basis, with topline
information available free to consumers to
make more informed mobile decisions. Its
RootScore Report series for metropolitan
markets, nations, states and airports is
valued by mobile operators as the
industry standard.

RootMetrics’s analytics enable network
engineers at mobile operators to prioritise
network issues in order to improve the
quality of voice and data services. These
analytics provide senior management and
marketing with information that can
influence user experience of network
performance along with informing
acquisition and retention strategies. The
RootScore Reports and RootScore Awards
give carriers a clearer picture of where they
excel or fall short from a mobile user’s point
of view.

“The acquisition of RootMetrics will
significantly strengthen our position in
telecoms, the largest segment within the
technology information space,” said Scott
Key, the president and chief executive of
IHS. “Along with the acquisition of
Infonetics Research last December, this

Scott Key: Deal will strengthen IHS’ position in telecoms
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Orga Systems applies
for insolvency as
German court appoints
administrator to save
business and 650 jobs
Germany-based billing and charging
software vendor Orga Systems has initiated
a restructuring plan and applied for
preliminary insolvency proceedings at the
Administrative Court of Paderborn, Jeremy
Cowan reports.
The Administrative Court of Paderborn has
appointed a preliminary insolvency
administrator, in a decision dated April 1,
2015. VanillaPlus understands that, with
the administrator, “preliminary steps” have
been taken in order to stabilise the
company.
A company spokesman was only able to
tell VanillaPlus that, “Orga Systems’
business operations will continue in their
entirety, with the aim of ensuring that there
will be no impact on ongoing customer
projects.” The need to “fully satisfy the
interests of our customers and partners” is
also being emphasised.
Orga Systems reported a net loss of €32.3
million on its balance sheet in 2013,
following a loss of €346,000 in 2012.
Reports in German media suggest that a
loan facility of €25 million would not be
extended by the banks beyond 31 March,
which triggered the bankruptcy application.
The company has 650 employees
worldwide, 200 of whom are based at its
headquarters in Paderborn. A total of 60
jobs went last September in a restructuring
exercise. Orga Systems will continue to
operate during this period and salaries in
Germany are expected to be covered for
three months. The impact of this news on
its overseas operations is not yet known.
The company has offices in 11 other
locations, including in Berlin, Buenos Aires,
Calcutta, Kiev, Rio de Janeiro and Rome.

www.csgi.com
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Oracle enhances RODOD to enable streamlined B2B order delivery
Oracle has added to its Rapid Offer Design
and Order Delivery (RODOD) product with
updates to enable faster and easier offer
design and roll-out as well as improved
visibility and control. CSPs can now install
the full Oracle Communications Rapid Offer
Design and Order Delivery solution, load
sample data, and test end-to-end flows in
as little as five days. This is made possible
with new scripts in the managed installation
kit and sample data provided by the
reference implementation, which is based
on industry best practices.

CSPs are also enabled to streamline daily
operations both horizontally across the
entire collection of solution components
and vertically from application to disk.
Oracle Application Management Pack for
Oracle Communications provides
management dashboards for monitoring
system health, performance enhancements
to better handle the scale and complexity
of business services, and full visibility into
the solution’s entire product stack.

“This new version of Oracle
Communications Rapid Offer Design and
Order Delivery enables CSPs to get to the
next level of productivity. It is the result of
six software product releases over the past
eight months, and we believe the
expanded process integration packs will
bring exponential value and drive out even
more cost and complexity,” said Liam
Maxwell, vice president of products for
Oracle Communications.

New version of WeDo Technologies’ RAID extends
holistic view of data beyond revenue and fraud
WeDo Technologies has revealed details of
its new RAID Telecom software as part of
the re-defined RAID Enterprise Business
Assurance (EBA) family.
The new system enables communication
service providers (CSPs) to proactively
identify risk and alarm triggers and actions
that can help reduce financial losses,
allowing them to become more efficient,
reduce inherent business risks, automate
compliance obligations and eliminate
waste. Representing an upgrade to the
previous RAID 7.0 revenue assurance and
fraud management product, RAID Telecom
extends the holistic view and analysis of
data across multiple business processes
with the addition of ten new out-of-the-box
functions for rapid implementation and
quick return on investment.

RAID Telecom’s new set of technologies
use big data techniques to monitor and
automatically identify exceptions and
control breakdowns across key telecoms
application systems. Three of the ten new
areas that RAID Telecom will cover to
eliminate time-consuming, labour-intensive
and mistake-prone manual processes
include: Partner incentives assurance,
suppliers cost assurance and customer
collections assurance.
“The launch of RAID Telecom, as part of an
overall best-in-class software strategy
comprising the RAID EBA family, is an
exciting prospect for the WeDo team and
our customers,” said Rui Paiva, the chief
executive of WeDo Technologies.
“Designed to enable out-of-the-box big
data analysis, auditing and control

Rui Paiva: System identifies issues to reduce wasteful
spending and improve the bottom line

processes, the solution allows CSPs to
track relationships, identify issues to reduce
wasteful spending and, ultimately, improve
the bottom line. With RAID Telecom, CSPs
will be able to manage business disruption
without losing control of their business. The
Enterprise Business Assurance approach
will be available for all the key departments
within a CSP.”

NEWS IN BRIEF

Amdocs launches Order
Gateway service
Amdocs, has launched its Order Gateway
service. Delivered in a managed services
model, the new service is the industry to
streamline and unify the view of all orders
across any channel ‒ whether service
provider systems such as self-service or
systems of third-parties like online retailers,
by abstracting the order from the format it
arrives in.
The Amdocs Order Gateway service
addresses the first step in the overall order
handling process – order entry streamlining
into the service provider’s systems. The next
step is addressed by the Amdocs Order-toActivation service, which operates across

Sponsored by:
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Amdocs or third party fulfillment systems.
Both services are part of the Amdocs Value
Process Operations (VPO) portfolio of
innovative services, targeted to accelerate
business value by driving ongoing
optimisation of specific business processes.

EXFO releases wireless
fibre inspection system
for smart devices
EXFO has announced the addition of the
FIP-435B Fully Automated Wireless Fibre
Inspection Probe to its market portfolio of
portable fibre-optic test equipment. EXFO
now allows connector testing to reach new
heights by swapping the standard wire for a

Wi-Fi connection to Android smart devices.
By downloading the ConnectorMax2 Mobile
application from Google Play, smartphone or
tablet users can turn their device into a fullyfledged fibre inspection solution, without any
compromise on functionality or results
accuracy. Users simply connect the FIP435B to the connector port, and the probe
will automatically detect the connection,
locate and center the fiber image, adjust and
optimise the focus and capture, run the
pass/fail analysis as per selected standards
and even save and report the results. The
whole process takes just slightly longer than
cleaning a connector port, making it difficult
to justify overlooking this critical step.

www.csgi.com
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Learn more about CSG Ascendon, our new platform to accelerate digital
commerce, at tmforumlive! booth 54.
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Telefónica appoints NEC global integrator for SMB cloud services
Telefónica offers. This work will use the
latest technology, with no additional
investment required, and offer the flexibility
to adapt to changing needs.

NEC will accelerate Telefónica’s deployment of cloud
services to SMBs

Telefónica Business Solutions has signed a
four-year agreement that will see NEC become
Telefónica’s global integrator to enable the
delivery of comprehensive cloud services to
SMB (small and medium-sized business)
customers in Europe and Latin America.
NEC will work on operation, integration and
support for the Software as a Service
(SaaS) platforms and services that

As part of the agreement, NEC will also
deploy its new NCBS platform (NEC Cloud
Brokerage Suite) across Telefónica’s
operations in Latin America. This platform
enables the rapid deployment of services
and the creation of packaged commercial
offers, reducing the costs of integrating
carriers and significantly shortening the
time to market of services.
Juan Manuel Moreno, Telefónica Business
Solutions Cloud global director, said:
“SMBs need to use new ICT technologies
to compete and interact with customers in
an increasingly digital world, but more often
than not they find the technology expensive
and difficult to manage. To help them in this

transformation, Telefónica gives SMBs a
way to take full advantage of technology,
without the need for additional investment
or capacity concerns. The agreement with
NEC will enable us to accelerate the
deployment of these solutions on a global
level, and provide customers the best
possible support when using them.”
Jaime Serrano, the vice president of NEC’s
Europe Southern Cluster, added: “The
experience we’ve gained over the past few
years thanks to Telefónica Aplicateca and
more than 20 operators worldwide has
helped us to design a very solid cloud
solution that is able to offer a very advanced
service experience. In addition, our great
capacity for implementation, operation and
support has made us one of the largest
cloud integrators in the market, which has
enabled us to continue to deserve the trust
of a large company like Telefónica.”

DigitalRoute survey predicts a new era of
collaboration between telecoms and OTTs
DigitalRoute, has released the results of its
DigitalRoute Telco Industry Survey 2015,
which presented 3,000 CSP decisionmakers with its own 2015 predictions for
the industry, and asked them to agree,
disagree and explain why. A significant
majority agree with DigitalRoute on several
key points, including that telecoms and
OTTs must partner in order to survive, there
must be a renewed industry-wide focus on
improving the customer experience, and
that the adoption of technologies such as
cloud computing and network functions

virtualisation (NFV) will be slower than their
vendors expect.
The resulting report, “DigitalRoute Telco
Industry Survey 2015 - Final Report” is
available to view and download now on the
DigitalRoute web site.
The first DigitalRoute prediction survey
respondents were asked to consider was:
“NFV is overhyped – it will take off in 2016,
not 2015.” 77% of respondents agreed
with that statement, adding that network

infrastructure is too critical to be virtualised,
and that standardisation and key design
agreements need to be established.
74% also agree with DigitalRoute’s
prediction that “cloud-enabled OSS and
BSS solutions will become table stakes as
apps start to move into the cloud in 2015.”
Respondents called OSS and BSS too
critical to leave in the cloud, and expect
that only markets and segments where
scale is not an issue will look to use the
cloud.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Agama and Zappware
announce customer
experience partnership
Video service quality specialist, Agama
Technologies, and end-to-end
DVB/IPTV/OTT platform provider Zappware,
have announced a new technology
partnership to deliver a pre-integrated
solution for assuring a world-class customer
experience to joint pay-TV provider
customers worldwide. As a result of this
partnership, a first commercial deployment is
taking place with a Central European cable
operator later this year.
The integration of Agama’s Embedded
Monitoring Solution with the Zappware
Service Delivery Platform, already deployed

Sponsored by:
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on millions of devices around the world,
allows TV operators to easily extend their
Agama video service quality and customer
experience monitoring, assurance and
analytics technology into the subscribers’
Zappware-powered viewing devices. This
allows for full awareness and control of the
delivered service quality throughout the endto-end distribution; from the head-end,
across the network and all the way down to
the consumer end-device.

Vodafone M-Pesa and
MTN Mobile Money agree
to interconnect

money to each other following an agreement
between Vodafone Group and MTN Group
to interconnect their mobile money services.
This interconnect collaboration between the
region’s two mobile money operators will
enable convenient and affordable
international remittances between M-Pesa
customers in Kenya, Tanzania, Democratic
Republic of Congo and Mozambique, and
MTN Mobile Money customers in Uganda,
Rwanda and Zambia. Under the terms of
their Memorandum of Understanding, MTN
Group and Vodafone Group will also share
practice and work together to define the
rules and standards of mobile-based
remittances in Africa.

Customers of M-Pesa and MTN Mobile
Money in East Africa will be able to transfer

www.csgi.com
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CELEBRATING

25 YEARS

2015

“Thank you for your Fraud, Revenue Assurance and
Risk Management business over the last 25 years.
Looking forward to talking to you about your needs
now and over the next 25 years.”
Luke Taylor, Deputy CEO Neural Technologies
luke.taylor@neuralt.com

www.neuralt.com
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T-Mobile Austria selects Openet online charging
T-Mobile Austria has
chosen Openet’s Evolved
Charging Solution (ECS) to
provide it with next
generation rating and
Niall Norton:
charging capability to
ECS enables rapid
manage existing services,
tariff introduction
as well as ensure new
services are well supported and effectively
monetised.
Openet provides a virtualised end-to-end

solution capable of creating dynamic and
personalised offers for T-Mobile Austria’s
pre- and postpaid, consumer and enterprise
subscribers. Openet’s virtualised
architecture will give T-Mobile Austria
improved business agility and
comprehensive service availability.
“Our ECS enables a host of new
functionality which provides a rich
customer engagement and will enable
T-Mobile to rapidly introduce a new

advanced data tariff portfolio this year,”
said Niall Norton, the chief executive of
Openet.
Ruediger Koester, the CTO at T-Mobile
Austria, added: “Openet convinced us not
only with their technology, but also by their
ability to deliver technically complex
solutions that will help us to launch
differentiating new products in our
increasingly competitive marketplace.”

POST Technologies extends Comptel fulfillment and services deal
Comptel has agreed a three-year contract
from from POST Technologies in
Luxembourg. This new deal is a
continuation of a relationship that began in
1996. The deal amounts to €2.4 million
and comprises fulfillment software licences
and services.
“We are really pleased to expand our
customer relationship with POST

Technologies in Luxembourg. It is great to
be part of POST Technologies’
transformation programme,” said Juhani
Hintikka, the president and CEO of Comptel.
Gaston Bohnenberger, the director of
POST Technologies and a member of the
executive committee of Entreprise des
Postes et Télécommunications
Luxembourg, added: “Comptel’s Fulfillment

suite has an important role
in our transformation
programme to decouple
our processes and replace
our IT-applications. We
aim to significantly gain
business and IT flexibility
while reducing operational
costs by using a service
oriented approach”

Juhani Hintikka:
Pleased to be part
of transformation
programme

NEWS IN BRIEF

Orange Polska awards six-year
OSS deal to Ericsson
Orange Polska has selected Ericsson as its
OSS transformation partner, signing a sixyear deal under which Ericsson will carry out
the transformation and optimisation of
processes and information systems.
Ericsson will supply the Poish CSP with
consulting and systems integration
capabilities, as well as an operations support
system (OSS) software suite, which provides
tools for network planning, inventory,
fulfilment and the assurance domain.
Valter D’Avino, the head of Ericsson Region
Western & Central Europe, said: “The OSS
transformation gives Orange Polska the
agility to optimise their operations and

Sponsored by:
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ensure improved end-user satisfaction. For
us it is a next step in OSS/BSS
transformation in central Europe. It captures
the growing need among operators for
flexible, reliable systems that help grow
the business.”

Siemens Convergence
Creators to install monitoring
system at Arabsat
Arabsat and Siemens Convergence Creators
have signed a contract for the installation of
a new communications monitoring system at
the Dirab Earth Station near Riyadh, Saudi
Arabia.
The system will monitor all traffic within the

Arabsat satellite fleet and is intended to
provide a 24/7 monitoring cycle for the radio
frequency and quality of service
measurements, the characterisation,
decoding and analysing of all carriers within
the payload.
Khalid Balkheyour, the president and chief
executive of Arabsat, said: “Carrier ID is a
global, industry-wide initiative aimed at
speeding up the resolution of interference
and improving the quality of service for all
users of satellite communications. Arabsat is
actively involved in the global interference
mitigation intiatives through its role in SIRG
and always strives to use state-of the-art
technology to ensure the highest quality
services to its customers with current and
future satellites.”

www.csgi.com
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VanillaPlus Hot List: April / May 2015
The Hot List below shows the companies informing us of recent contract wins or product deployments.
If your contract is not listed here email the details to us now marked "Hot List" <editorial@vanillaplus.com>
Vendor(s)

Client Country

Product/Service

Amdocs

Mtel, Bulgaria

Deployment of Amdocs Master Enterprise Catalogue to reduce time to market for new offerings by more than 80%

Awarded

Astellia

Zain, Saudi Arabia

Three-year deal agreed for Astellia to provide network-based customer experience analysis programme

2.15

Astellia

Orange, Slovakia

4G network monitoring deal to cover 24 cities and one-third of Slovakian population

3.15

Cerillion

Manx Telecom, Isle of Man

Contract to transform BSS to support fully convergent services across multiple network technologies

3.15

Comptel

POST Technologies,
Luxembourg

Three-year contract to extend existing Comptel fulfilment and services deal. Comptel relationship has existed since 1996

4.15

CSG Systems

Eastlink, Canada

CSG Ascendon selected to enhance customer viewing experience for Canadian entertainment provider and CSP

3.15

Ericsson

Telkomsel, Indonesia

Ericsson chosen for comprehensive OSS transformation to help CSP meet new demand and manage network growth

3.15

Ericsson

Telenor, Denmark

Renewal of three-year field services contract to deliver corrective maintenance services for national fixed and
transmission networks

3.15

Ericsson

Orange, Poland

Ericsson selected as transformation partner with six-year deal for transformation and optimisation of processes
and information systems

4.15

4.15

NetCracker
Technology

Schurz Communications,
USA

Multi-year renewal of NetCracker Billing and Revenue Management System for US cable operator

3.15

NetCracker
Technology

Taiwan Star Telecom,
Taiwan

Multi-year extension of NetCracker Technology’s Remote Managed Services for CSP’s billing operations

3.15

NetCracker
Technology

PlusNet, UK

NetCracker Technology chosen to transform rating and billing infrastructure with new revenue management system
at UK CSP

4.15

NetCracker
Technology

Fastweb, Italy

NetCracker Technology chosen for OSS transformation to optimise operations and provide better quality of service

4.15

NetCracker
Technology

América Móvil,
Latin America

NetCracker Technology selected to lead OSS transformation across all Latin American operations in América Móvil group

4.15

Openet

T-Mobile, Austria

Openet Evolved Charging Solution (ECS) chosen to provide next generation rating and charging capability

4.15

Siemens
Convergence
Creators

Arabsat, Saudi Arabia

Installation of new communications monitoring system at Dirab Earth Station, near Riyadh

3.15

Telarix

Next Communications, USA Deployment of Telarix iXTools SaaS to manage voice traffic at wholesale provider

4.15

Teoco

TDC, Denmark

Teoco Optima performance management tool selected to improve performance of mobile network in Demark

3.15

Pilot deployment of resource management and intelligence system to improve mobile data experiences

3.15

Vasona Networks Telefónica, UK

América Móvil selects NEC and NetCracker to lead OSS
transformation across all Latin American operators
NEC and NetCracker Technology have
announced that they have been selected to
provide a consolidated, end-to-end OSS
solution for all of América Móvil’s Latin
American CSPs. This programme will
include CSPs in Argentina, Brazil, Mexico,
Colombia, Dominican Republic and Puerto
Rico and deploy an international longdistance network across Latin America.
América Móvil is a Mexico-based CSP and is
among the largest mobile network operators
in the world, providing communications
services to more than 289 million mobile
customers across 18 countries. This largescale transformation programme with NEC
and NetCracker is part of América Móvil’s
initiative to consolidate and standardise
OSS platforms within its Latin American
operators in order to accelerate time-tomarket, improve business agility and deliver
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unparalleled customer experience.
As part of the programme, NetCracker will
replace legacy inventory systems and
deliver a full range of OSS capabilities on the
NetCracker Framework, including Resource
Inventory, Discovery & Reconciliation,
Outside Plant, Service Information
Management, Service Order Management,
Service Inventory, Asset Management and
Network Planning & Design.
NEC and NetCracker will deliver a range of
professional services in addition to cuttingedge OSS capabilities across all six
countries. NetCracker will provide data
migration and integration services to
ensure all information contained within
legacy systems is properly moved and
incorporated into the next-generation
NetCracker platform.

Sponsored by:

“NEC de México has made great strides in
the evolution of its business model, and we
are very pleased to nail down this journey
with a project of this magnitude that
strengthens us as a business solution
integrator,” said Enrique Leiva, the
president at NEC de México. “This is just
another step in a long standing relationship
between América Móvil and NEC.”
Sylvain Seignour, vice president of global
sales at NetCracker, added: “This
partnership with América Móvil highlights
NEC’s and NetCracker’s ability to deliver
cross-regional, multi-country
implementations and enables our
customers to standardise across different
countries and operational environments.
We look forward to working with América
Móvil on this important OSS transformation.”

www.csgi.com
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MDS appoints Russell Hunt as CFO

sales, marketing, and business operations.

Russell Hunt has joined MDS as CFO. He
has been appointed to provide financial
leadership and expertise to support the
company’s aggressive growth plans. A
chartered accountant with more than 20
years of experience in financial roles across
a variety of sectors, Hunt joins MDS from
Agrivert Group, a provider of organic
waste management solutions, where he
was group finance director.

Pang, who was Huawei’s vice president of
the Western European Region before
becoming president of global sales and key
accounts, will use his in-depth knowledge
of the global ICT industry and of the
European market to develop win-win
relationships with the local ecosystem, and
enable the company to reach its strategic
goals for the Western European Region.

Prior to joining Agrivert, Hunt was group
finance director at Sorex Holdings, a
manufacturer of branded chemical and
non-chemical products for professional
pest management. During his tenure, the
group delivered an impressive track record
of profitable growth before subsequently
being acquired by BASF in 2008.
His extensive skills in managing business
growth, appraising new business
opportunities, identifying efficiency gains
and driving corporate development align
well with MDS’ strategy.
“Joining an exciting and growing company
like MDS is a unique opportunity,” said
Hunt. “Its strong balance sheet, expert
team and established customer base offer
a solid foundation for even greater
expansion. I am looking to forward working
with the team.”
Mark Edwards, the chief executive of MDS,
added: “Russell is an exceptional financial
leader, and we are thrilled he will be joining
the team. MDS is a fast-growth business
and Russell’s background in growing
companies and developing the financial
programmes needed to maximise their
upward path is key to our strategy. He is a
strong addition to our management team.”

Huawei appoints Pang
as new Western
Europe president

Vincent Pang:
Excited to be
leading Huawei’s
strategic efforts in
western Europe

Huawei has appointed
Vincent Pang as
president of its Western
European Region. In his
new role, Pang will be in
charge of the overall
Western European
business development and
management, including

Sponsored by:
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Eric Xu, Huawei’s deputy chairman and
rotating CEO, said: “After working in
Western Europe for many years, Vincent
Pang has accumulated extensive
experience in this market. I have every
confidence that, after taking office, he will
lead the team to continue creating more
value for customers with our local
partners.”
Pang added: “As we stand together at the
threshold of a new digital age, our next
steps will be decisive in shaping our
common, connected future. I am excited to
have been given the opportunity to lead
Huawei’s strategic effort in Western Europe
at such a crucial time. Huawei is ideally
placed to drive sustainable ICT growth and
innovation in Western Europe. I look
forward to working with Western European
partners to make this happen, building on
the successful work carried out so far.”
Vincent Pang replaces Kevin Tao, who
had been president of Huawei’s Western
European Region since early 2011, and
who is now taking on a new position at
Huawei’s global headquarters in China
where he will keep contributing to the
company’s global success. “Vincent Pang
will bring to his new role his rich experience
of the industry and his know-how in
developing positive, lasting, and win-win
relationships with our customers,” said Tao.

Neural Technologies appoints
new non-executive director
Risk management and analytics expert
Neural Technologies has announced that
it is appointing John Wade, former operations
director of Westhouse, as a new nonexecutive director and company secretary.
Wade is a member of the Institute of
Chartered Secretaries and Administrators

and has worked for the London Stock
Exchange and Westhouse Securities. He
left Westhouse in 2012 to develop his own
governance advisory business.
Luke Taylor, deputy CEO and CCO of
Neural Technologies, commented: “We are
delighted to have John joining the Board.
His appointment is part of Neural
Technologies’ overall strategy to progress
to the next phase of its growth. John will
be a great asset, bringing with him over a
decade of experience in the finance and
corporate governance sectors, which will
support Neural’s growth strategy now and
in the coming years. We all look forward to
working with him.”
Wade is the latest in a series of senior level
appointments within Neural Technologies,
following the appointment of Andy Chan
as vice president of Professional Services
in November. The company continues to
recruit at all levels to support the new
board and executive structure lead by chief
executive Stephen Sui, with its primary
objective to work more cohesively across
its geographic offices.

Telecom veteran Steve Elfman to
join Brite:Bill board of directors
Brite:Bill, a billing communications
platform provider, has announced that
Steve Elfman has agreed to join its board
of directors. Elfman has a wealth of
expertise in telecoms applications and
Internet business models.
His most recent appointment, from which
he has just retired, was president of
network operations and wholesale at
Sprint. The organisation has been
responsible for award-winning devices and
an innovative approach to service and
network operations and development.
Alan Coleman, the chief executive of
Brite:Bill, said: “We are very pleased to
welcome Steve to the board of directors at
Brite:Bill. Steve’s extensive knowledge of
the industry, experience and strong track
record of growth, makes him a great asset
to the board. I am positive that his
contribution and strategic insights will be
invaluable in our mission to improve billing
communications for service providers
across the globe.”

www.csgi.com
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Luke Taylor: CSPs can identify the greatest
risks based on targeted data analysis

CSPs face heightened
fraud risks as they
enter new markets with
new business models
Luke Taylor is the chief commercial officer of
Neural Technologies, the provider of risk
management software. Formed in 1990, the
company has built upon a foundation in neural
analysis and design to provide effective and
innovative systems that substantially increase
bottom-line returns for its customers. The
company’s technology and services empower
organisations to minimise financial risk to their
business, providing comprehensive risk
management capability in the areas of
application risk, fraud, credit risk, customer
attrition, collections and revenue assurance.

Here, Taylor tells George Malim how CSPs face new threats as they enter new markets with a
wider portfolio of services than ever before and explains how big data techniques are being
applied to uncover frauds

V

anillaPlus: To what extent are big data
techniques being applied to fraud and
revenue management? Can there ever be
such a thing as too much data?
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In the case of risk, we do this by taking the event data
records (EDRs) but also analysing other information
around the customer such as returned mail, customer
care activity, payment methodology, location information
and other data to enrich the analysis and give us the
entire profile of the customer. This has always been our
mentality and gives us better results.
The analysts using our user interface are usually
measured on productivity and performance, so the richer

L

Luke Taylor: For the past 25 years, we have
used the ethos that the richer the data you can
provide the better the analytics we can give you with
fraud and credit protection. The challenge is to weigh up
the cost versus value equation of the data involved.
Obviously, the more data that is collected and analysed,
the greater the insights achieved and ultimately the
reward. However, we’re able to apply our experience to
identify the key data points that establish the likelihood of
a user to perpetrate fraudulent activity or become unable

to pay their bill. This is exactly the same for revenue
assurance, where the cost of data gathering, processing
and analysis is weighed up against potential revenue
savings.
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the information the better the results. However, too
much information can have an adverse affect. A large
volume of information from a wide range of data
sources has the potential to mask fraudulent
behaviour among the noise created by all the other
information. Our knowledge of subscriber behaviour
and telecoms networks means we are able to filter
out some of that noise and present only the data that
potentially holds meaningful information for analysts
to be empowered to investigate and close cases
very quickly.
For example, our customers in the fraud market
process billions of events each day and a small
percentage of these will be highly indicative of fraud
or risk. They are also in parallel profiling millions of
subscribers so we’re trying to provide a manageable
volume of rich and accurate cases that focus on
identifying the most likely fraudsters.
In addition, profiling risk scenarios by monetary value
or loss rate enables CSPs to prioritise so they can
tackle fraud, credit and revenue assurance issues
that can potentially cost them millions of
dollars first before turning their
attention to lower level risks. The
arrival of data on devices coupled
with data roaming has
heightened CSPs’ risk through
fraud or possible bill shock,
but by identifying the highest
users and identifying if
behavioural activity has
changed they can tackle
likely risks and minimise
possible dissatisfied
customers based on this
smart data.
It’s worth remembering
that a fraudster very
closely resembles one of
your best customers.
Both may spend large
sums of money, have
multiple devices, utilise a
large range of your services
and possibly roam. There is a
fine line between the two.
Therefore, getting the
information right is extremely
important. No CSP wants to
deny service to valued
customers or suggest to
their best customers that
they are committing fraud
VP: Do CSPs have the
skills to understand the
information that exists
within their big data?
LT: It’s a challenge. Big data is only relevant
if you know what the data means and you
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can use it for a practical purpose. CSPs usually think they
know what their data means but in our experiences in
deploying large complex risk management installations,
data exploration is one of the longest aspects of any
project for both parties. It can be a long process to get
into a position that allows such data to be used
effectively. Big data needs to be smart data to be useful
and practical.
VP: The service portfolio that CSPs have has
widened immensely and now encompasses far
richer, higher value services often provided in
partnership with third parties and partners. To what
extent has that changed the fraud management
discipline?
LT: In the mature postpaid markets of Europe and North
America where CSPs rely on consumers to pay their bills
at the end of the month, what consumers are doing dayto-day and month-to-month is crucial information to
enable a CSP to understand its exposure to risk at any
point. For example, the behaviour of a customer that has
recently lost their job becomes relatively easy to detect.
The CSP can see, for example, that the user starts to
increase the downloading of films during working hours,
plays more games and call behaviour changes. The CSP
can also see late payments or the user shifting to paying
the bill by credit card rather than direct debit. Shifts in
behaviour like these can give the CSP ways to identify
users that need more attention. That’s not necessarily
negative, the CSP might want to shift them to another
tariff that suits their budget or usage better, for instance.
It’s important to recognise that exposure from this type of
user can be substantial if they’re buying apps, roaming or
downloading premium content that will require third
parties to be remunerated.
In the prepaid market there are also risks and these are
associated with fraudulent top-ups or additional services
such as mobile money where the potential for fraud to be
perpetrated is high.
Regardless of the market type or demographic, fraud is
never going to disappear. There will always be
opportunists or people looking to take advantage in terms
of getting something for free. In addition, where CSPs are
trying to compete and avoid becoming utilities by offering
triple and quad play services, the risks are starting to
become greater. There will need to be more of a
relationship between marketing teams and business
teams because the exposure to risk and revenue loss that
a CSP faces can be quite high in the arena of complex
bundles of services.
VP: 15 years ago CSPs were less interested in fraud,
regarding it as more of an irritant. As CSP margins
have tightened are they taking fraud and revenue
management more seriously? To what extent have
these issues become a c-level concern?
LT: 15 years ago we were talking voice calls, today the
industry is a different beast. Today there’s a mixture of
interest that goes from the chief executive down,
depending on the CSP. There is certainly a high level

recognition that fraud prevention, revenue assurance and
credit risk analysis are things that need to happen. They
certainly can add value because the revenue a CSP can
bring back into the business by using these systems is
large enough to be regarded as critical.
However, in some markets there is reluctance because
CSPs don’t want to admit they have an issue with fraud
for fear of damaging their brand or denting the trusted
relationship they have with their customers. Conversely,
others see having a reputation for tackling fraud as a
marketing benefit. For example, at Safaricom in Kenya,
the chief executive is very keen to emphasise that the
CSP has fraud prevention processes in place and will
have fraudsters arrested and prosecuted.

In the prepaid market
there are also risks
and these are
associated with
fraudulent top-ups or
additional services
such as mobile money
where the potential for
fraud to be
perpetrated is high

External fraud is one side of it, but CSPs increasingly are
targeting internal fraud from employees. Examples of this
include topping up the credit of friends and family
members or defrauding mobile money services through
collusion with dealers. The full picture has to encompass
every aspect of fraud.
It’s becoming apparent that fraud damages a CSP’s
reputation and end customers see fraud and security as
more relevant now with the increase in services and
convergence of financial instruments and telecoms.
VP: How do you see the fraud management market
developing?
LT: There’s the aspect of a lot more action being taken by
CSPs to protect their businesses by offering more
services and mobile money and that brings risk. All the
things the CSPs need to push and offer to prevent
becoming utilities bring in heightened threats and CSPs
are being asked or regulated to do more to prevent
money laundering and terrorism. It’s clear that the risks
they face in terms of customers paying for services will
increase and expand.
With the amount of consolidation among CSPs at the
moment and voice being almost worthless, it’s the big
data channel and what they can use it for that is
interesting CSPs. They want to see if they can use it to
generate revenues and achieve greater stickiness among
customers. However, to do that, they are going to have to
take some chances and risks.
The broad aspects of risk remain the same but there are
now more security aspects to consider, more hacking
activity and more abuse of bandwidth to be addressed,
especially with the emergence of all-IP networks.
Ultimately, there will be teams and individuals out there
looking for whatever they can get. They will download
films and resell them, they’ll download TV shows without
paying and they’ll find loopholes within technology and
marketing initiatives to exploit.
These are exciting times with CSP services in constant
evolution. Analytics is going to be one of the most
critical points in the future – we’re all data driven these
days and fraud and revenue management is certainly
no exception.

www.neuralt.com
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Make more money by
selling the experience
In the second part of a series of articles on experience-based pricing, Linda Austin and Chris
Yeadon focus on making the concept of pricing for specific uses of service components a reality

V

alue propositions based solely on
undifferentiated connectivity cannot satisfy
customer expectations of greater choice,
personalisation and relevancy based on
context. Mobile broadband, smartphones
and digital services have enabled a high level of
consumer personalisation to the point that almost
every customer’s experience is unique and represents
a segment of one. The challenges for communications
service providers (CSPs) are first, to identify the value
components that make up a customer’s experience, and
second, to understand the level of value the customer
places on each individual, chargeable component.
Does the customer value it enough to pay more? Do
they value it enough to choose the CSP’s offering
rather than a competitor’s? Once value components
are identified and sufficiently understood, CSPs can
offer differentiated connectivity that delivers a
compelling, relevant experience they can monetise.

Linda Austin is director
of strategic marketing for
Region North America at
Ericsson, and Chris
Yeadon is director of
product marketing for
Convergent Billing &
Customer Relationship
Management at Ericsson

Other industries such as airlines, hotels, ride sharing
and gaming have found success in breaking their
previous business models and offering differentiated
experiences that are priced to capture the incremental
value delivered. While customers had to adjust to
having value components broken out and paid for
separately, they eventually accepted the new model,
generating additional revenues for the providers.
Telecoms customers are likely to undergo similar
adjustments should CSPs decide to adopt this
approach.
The telecoms industry is already introducing aspects of
experience-based pricing. For example, a number of
CSPs have launched sub-brands or MVNOs to
address components that specific customer segments
value. Other CSPs offer less-expensive options and/or
alternate ways customers can pay for their service –
such as accepting advertisements in exchange for
connectivity or content.
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Exactly what value do you offer?
According to the GSMA, by 2020 the OTT industry will
be worth approximately US$500 billion. It is an
industry that has been rewarded for delivering
experiences that rely on CSP connectivity but, in the
main, has no direct commercial relationship with
CSPs. The result is that reliable network performance,
once highly valued, is becoming perceived as the most
basic of services – leaving CSPs uncomfortably close
to undifferentiated, utility status.
There are several fairly obvious assets of value that
CSPs can provide that cannot easily be provided by
OTT players:
Personalisation: CSPs are in the best position to
deliver this experience. Through the core network,
policy control, OSS, BSS, CRM and analytics, CSPs
have the ability to conveniently manage and tailor all
aspects of consumers’ digital lives according to their
needs and preferences
Billing relationship: This is now made even more
valuable by smartphone, tablet, IPTV and
subscription/pay TV retail purchases. Users are able to
buy online quickly and conveniently without entering
any payment data, and the charge appears on their
next operator bill.
Customer care and self-care: The more
transparency the CSP provides to users to control
their accounts and service options, the more the users
trust and value their provider. The user experiences
convenience and peace of mind, and the CSP
dramatically reduces the time spent fielding user
requests through customer care.
Security: CSPs have been managing mission critical
networks and data for decades and are best poised to
meet the new security challenges of a highly
connected, virtualised and mobile society. No one is in
a better position than CSPs to capitalise on providing
users with peace of mind on this front.

L

www.ericsson.com

Additional examples include offering connectivity at
discounted prices to cost-conscious customers when
the network has excess capacity, or premium pricing
for value-centric customers when network capacity is
constrained. Different customers simply do not have
the same needs or utilise the same CSP value
components at any given time. As device makers and
OTT players have shown, communications services

are all about the experience – and experience goes far
beyond simply having network connectivity perform as
expected. It includes connectivity that can be
differentiated – using next-generation network and
system technologies – according to preference and
context, along with non-network services such as
customer care.
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Monetising the true value
of the experience

circumstances they should offer the
enhanced experience that LTE delivers?

A key concept behind Experience-Based
Pricing is that CSPs never give anything
away. Instead, excess capacity is
marketed to people who are willing to pay
for that excess capacity; so when
demand is high and capacity is scare, the
price is adjusted accordingly – with all the
necessary transparency and notification
to allow the customer to make an
economically rational decision.

Enabling Experience-Based Pricing

Suppose a CSP has a base offer where
customers can use up to 500Mb of data
with a download speed of 5Mbps,
delivered for US$25 per month. The
speed and amount of data are
reasonable for the average user, and the
network is planned and engineered to
support that load for the expected
number of subscribers.
In this example, add-ons would be
available to purchase in advance and at a
set price that reflects an attractive
discount. If a customer impulsively
purchases an add-on during a movie, for
instance, the discount could be adjusted
according to the availability for network
capacity at that time. The customer’s
willingness to pay would be based on
their context and circumstances.
As we’ve said, nothing on the network is
given away for free. Value expected is
delivered for the price agreed, so the user
always knows what to expect with regard
to network performance. Eliminating
network volatility actually improves the
perceived customer experience, since
receiving free faster speeds without being
aware of it only provides a contrast to the
agreed-upon network performance at
comparatively lower specifications. In
reality, then, providing enhanced network
performance when there is excess
capacity sets the user up for future
disappointment, and the operator for
future lower NPS (net promoter score).
This is exactly the dilemma many CSPs
are facing regarding LTE. Given
competitive pressures, how do they price
the new enhanced experience they are
now able to offer? Do they simply
upgrade speed at no additional charge to
drive loyalty, or should they identify to
which customers and under what

IN ASSOCIATION WITH ERICSSON
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Let’s return to the spur-of-the-moment
add-on purchase example. The customer
has begun to watch a movie on demand,
but the speed of his data plan results in
data buffering and interruption of the film.
The CSP is aware of this poor customer
viewing experience while it is in progress,
thanks to the network and user data
pouring into its analytics solution. To
remedy the problem, the customer care
system immediately offers the user a
‘turbo-boost’ option based on the device
the customer is using along with the
operator’s knowledge of the customer’s
previous experience and expectations.
CSPs can and should insert themselves
into these existing opportunities –
dissecting the experience and finding
new strategies and approaches that
deliver the experience better than anyone
else – and then monetise that capability.
However, as we mentioned in our first
article, CSPs must develop the mindset
and culture that continuously seeks to
dissect these new experiences users
have as they interact with the network
through cellular, Wi-Fi, wireline, voice
and data.

Intelligent, responsive systems
Siloed, non-real-time systems are
incapable of enabling more complex and
advanced services that create
compelling, real-time user experiences.
The experiences that users demand today
and will demand in the future require realtime, converged systems that are secure,
analytics-enabled and policy-driven.
Fortunately, technology and systems are
keeping up just fine – although it will
become more difficult to say what is the
network and what is IT. New OSS/BSS,
NFV, SDN, cloud and other technologies
are changing what is possible in
telecoms, and changing how CSPs can
approach pricing and marketing strategy
in an effective, transformative way.
We’ll take a look at the systems and
solutions that will fuel Experience-Based
Pricing for all CSPs in the next and final
article in our series.

Click here to read part 1:
http://bit.ly/1S1tTuO

The customer care system
immediately offers the user
a ‘turbo-boost’ option
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The need to profit from scale drives
the deal as Nokia Board agrees
€15.6bn bid for Alcatel-Lucent
The merger 10 years ago of France-based Alcatel and the USA’s Lucent has been cited in the
past as a shotgun marriage of ill-matched business cultures, and for a time some inside and
outside the merged entity remained pessimistic about its future. So the news that Nokia has
made a friendly bid of €15.6 billion (US$16.6 billion) for Alcatel-Lucent caused a stir. Here
Jeremy Cowan examines how the deal is now being viewed

N

okia has confirmed that its Board of Directors
has agreed to merge with its network
technology and services provider rival AlcatelLucent (ALU), offering €15.6 billion for the
shares (a 28% premium for ALU shareholders).
The all-paper deal is expected to close in the
first half of 2016, subject to regulatory approval.
Each company’s Board of Directors has approved the
terms of the proposed transaction.

At present, these two businesses occupy the second tier
by scale, but will now join forces in a company that ranks
second in the world by market capitalisation, with
combined net sales of €25.9 billion in 2014. At €300
million their combined operating profit is currently 25% of
Ericsson’s, despite similar sales. Ericsson reported
annual net sales in 2014 of SEK228 billion (€24.4 billion),
virtually unchanged on 2013 revenues of SEK227.4 billion
(€24.3 billion). From this Ericsson achieved an annual net
profit in 2014 of SEK11.1 billion (€1.18 billion), a slight fall
on 2013 earnings of SEK12.2 billion (€1.3 billion).

So, what lies behind the deal?
That the Finnish company once again has the balance
sheet to be able to offer such a sum is proof of Nokia’s
revival under the leadership of CEO, Rajeev Suri following
the end of the joint venture Nokia Siemens Networks.
One motivation above all others seems to be driving it,
the need for scale in the higher reaches of the network
equipment market.
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As Frost & Sullivan’s senior analyst for Information &
Communication Technologies, Europe, Sheridan Nye
says, “This long-awaited move is primarily a defensive
one. Neither Nokia nor Alcatel-Lucent alone could
realistically take significant share from market-leader
Ericsson, or fight off aggressive competition from Huawei.
The merger creates a competitor that is stronger than the
sum of its two parts. The timing is also good as both
companies have completed the worst of their cost cutting
programmes and Nokia has extracted itself from the
lacklustre Nokia Siemens Networks (NSN) joint venture.”
But, as Nye adds, the challenge is to convince employees
and shareholders that cultural integration will be more
effective than at either Alcatel-Lucent or NSN, both of
which suffered from fragmented governance of merged
companies with strong cultures and histories. When
Alcatel merged with Lucent, AT&T’s former technology
arm, the deal failed to realise its potential. Nonetheless
AlcaLu’s customer base in North America is its most
valuable asset. Nokia now needs to convince competition
regulators to approve the deal – notably in the US and
China.

Is this a Nokia takeover?
This deal may have been pitched as a merger of equals,
but is it a takeover in all but name? The bid is Nokia’s, the
new company will be called Nokia Corporation and
headquartered in Finland, and Nokia’s Rajeev Suri will
continue as CEO. If the deal receives regulatory approval
and completes, Nokia shareholders will own 66.5% of the

L

What other factors are behind the acquisition though?
And what effect will it have on competitors such as
Ericsson and Huawei, the heavyweights that have been

slugging it out in the market. And what are the
implications for other players such as Juniper?
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fully diluted share capital of the combined company, and Alcatel-Lucent shareholders 33.5% of the
new business. The new board of directors will have 9 or 10 members with three coming from AlcatelLucent. So you can draw your own conclusions.
Nokia sold its mobile handset unit to Microsoft last year. Since selling its mobile phone business the
company has refocused on its telecommunications and broadband offerings. Prior to the bid news
there had already been media reports that Nokia was considering selling its HERE maps business,
which last year had net sales of around €969 million. Disruptive Views reported, “Analysts have seen
little synergy between the unit and Nokia’s mainstay network gear business, and Nokia has hired a
financial adviser to explore a sale.”

Why now?

Nokia sold its mobile
handset unit to
Microsoft last year.
Since selling its
mobile phone
business the company
has refocused on its
telecommunications
and broadband
offerings

Patrick Kelly, founder and principal analyst at Appledore Research
Group, asks rhetorically why the deal is happening now when it is
thought that merger talks have been continuing on and off since 2013.
“Virtualisation, cloud computing, mobility and big data analytics are
significant technology transformation drivers creating entirely new
markets,” says Kelly. “This is facilitating rapid changes in how
communication services are ordered, provisioned, and delivered.
Virtualisation offers the promise of 10x-100x improvements in cycle
time and operational expenses during the Lead-to-Service process
interval, and a similar benefit in support for customised and ondemand product packages. It’s about agility – creating a new offer and
delivering the service in hours not months.”
“Appledore Research Group forecast that NFV and
software-defined networking (SDN)
technology spending will reach $72 billion
in 2020,” adds Kelly. “A massive
substitution will take place over the next
five years from purpose-built hardware
to programmable network elements
running on commodity based generic
hardware. Nokia and Alcatel-Lucent
will not only compete with traditional
competitors such as Ericsson,
Cisco, and Huawei but also new
IT companies such as HP, IBM,
Oracle, and EMC.”

Rajeev Suri will be
CEO of the new Nokia

Besides virtualisation the
combined enterprise will be
able to continue research in
technologies such 5G, cloud,
data analytics, IP and SDN.
In 2014 the two companies
spent a combined total of
€4.7 billion on R&D. Nokia
brings its FutureWorks
research and development
facilities to the party and
Alcatel-Lucent its Bell
Labs, with R&D staff
totalling 40,000 employees.
Numerous industry watchers
believe that this could be just
the start of a series of
acquisitions, or mergers in the
sector, with the names of Juniper,
Ciena and Infinera being
mentioned as possible targets for
Ericsson or Cisco, although
Juniper could even turn
acquirer.
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CSPs find a smarter way to
deal with new services and
new customer expectations
As communications service providers (CSPs) start to move into adjacent areas and take new
approaches to delivering services, they are starting to become digital service providers (DSPs).
Here George Fraser, the vice president for EMEA at CSG International, tells VanillaPlus how DSP
demands differ but remain aligned with CSP requirements

V

anillaPlus: We saw CSG International
launch its new Ascendon concept at
MWC. Can you bring us up to speed with
that proposition?
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VP: Does this mark a departure from CSG
International’s traditional CSP and cable
operator markets?
GF: Only in the sense that those traditional
communications and cable markets are themselves
broadening, diversifying and in some cases merging to
explore new kinds of digital propositions, many of
which are only tangentially related to their traditional
communications services. Some of these are based
on delivering content and entertainment, some on

L

George Fraser: Ascendon launched at MWC and got
a lot of interest from analysts and from our customers.
Simply put, it’s a digital commerce platform, designed
to help CSPs and other businesses reach customers
more easily with digital service offerings. It’s getting a
lot of interest from CSPs, but not only from CSPs.
Ascendon customers already include digital content
producers who want to sell their product directly to the
market and digital retailers, which increasingly moving

from a high street presence to an online presence and
selling digital alongside physical services.
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cloud-based applications and services, others based
on collaboration with other industries in the IoT or
industrial internet space. The common factor is that all
are based on combining the reach of the network with
the potential that IP technology allows to develop and
deliver very new kinds of services.
It’s starting to feel like anything you’d describe as a
traditional CSP will soon have protected species status,
so in some ways we’ve just been anticipating a clear
trend in the market as CSPs look for new ways to
monetise their network capabilities and customer reach.
We’ll continue to support CSPs in the management
and delivery of communications services, of course –
which we anticipate having a very long tail indeed –
but we’re excited about supporting CSPs as they
transition into digital service providers (DSPs). The
solutions that we’re developing, because they support
digital as well as network services, are equally
applicable to other kinds of digital service providers –
those that don’t own a network – so it’s allowing us to
broaden our addressable market.
VP: How do the demands of the DSP differ from
those of traditional CSPs?
GF: They differ in two key areas which are really
fundamental to the Ascendon proposition. One is
supporting digital commerce, which relies on being
responsive to market opportunities, on flexibility in the
business models which underpin the proposition, and
on speed to market with new ideas and propositions.
The second is supporting what we’re calling the
evolved consumer, who has very different
expectations of what a service is, how it should be
paid for, how it should be accessible across multiple
devices, accessible by a number of users – such as in
a family group – and so on.
To deal with different kinds of propositions and
business models, and to meet the expectations of
digital natives – as well as their parents and employers
– the supporting platform needs to be very flexible
and usable.
The problem that a lot of CSPs still have is that they’re
reliant on systems that were designed to support
traditional services and much more static business
models. In the digital economy, service providers are
facing up to the need to package, offer, deliver and
charge for new services using many different business
models – but they don’t want to have to develop new
systems and risk a lot of investment to support each
offering.
VP: That sounds quite different from traditional
communications service provision, and from
traditional BSS. Is it an area where CSG has
credibility? We associate you more with
traditional BSS for traditional subscribers.

GF: That traditional capability isn’t going away – the
services that it supports will remain part of most
CSP’s portfolios for many years and will continue to
be part of ours. But CSG has been rolling out and
supporting new kinds of business-supporting
functionality for a number of years now, and that
experience is the basis for Ascendon. Many of our
customers are now in the digital entertainment retail
spaces from which we’ve learned a great deal. Take
for example Comcast’s Xfinity-On-Campus
proposition that allows university students to watch
TV and on-demand content on their laptops, tablets
and smartphones while on campus, using their
university credentials to validate a wide range of
payment options. Another example is Cineplex, which
has worked with us to blend the user experience of
both its digital download services and physical
cinemas in a way that promotes both channels.

George Fraser:
We’re excited about
supporting CSPs as
they transition into
DSPs

VP: How will you persuade CSPs to replace that
deeply embedded legacy BSS – which in some
cases is your own software?
GF: There are two approaches – Ascendon is an overlay
solution which actually works with legacy systems but
provides the CSP with a smarter way to deal with new
services and new customer expectations. It’s a lighter
and more agile approach that’s quick to deploy and
use, and far less disruptive than any conventional
replacement approach, but still leaves open the
possibility of a complete transformation later.
The second is that we’re offering Ascendon as a
managed services proposition, which is a big part of
CSG’s go-to-market these days – it’s something we’ll
be talking about at TMF Live! in Nice.
The option to introduce overlay functionality, and the
Ascendon delivery model, based on cloud-based
software and managed services, offers the service
provider a low-risk upgrade with relatively little capital
outlay. Customers can enhance their existing
architectures quickly but retain the potential to
completely transform their environment further down
the line. As for our managed services, you’ll be
hearing a lot more at TMF Live! as our vice president
Alam Gill will be talking about that at the event.
VP: It looks like it’s going to be an interesting
year or two for CSG International. Is CSP
transformation now a reality?
GF: We certainly think so. We’ve always talked about
this industry being in a state of flux and change, but
now it’s more than hyperbole. The change going on in
terms of consolidation and innovation is seismic, but
we think the combination of our long heritage in
communications and services, coupled with some
pretty innovative thinking of our own has readied us to
help our customers meet those challenges and
opportunities.

www.csgi.com
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Best in Class operators are utilizing Razorsight’s Predictive Analytics
to become more proactive in acquiring and servicing customers.
The results in customer acquisition, customer retention and reduced
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advantage of Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) and Software
Defined Networks (SDN) to ensure the benefits are realized by
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LEAD INTERVIEW

Flexibility and agility are NFV’s
key benefits, capex and opex
savings are a byproduct
As CSPs grapple with virtualisation deployments, Amdocs’ Angela Logothetis and Justin Paul
tell George Malim why next generation OSS is so critical in codifying and managing CSPs’
physical, virtual and hybrid architectures and acting as a bridge between the disciplines of IT
and telecoms

V

anillaPlus: The traditional view of the
network is bottom up, starting with the
hardware. How is that changing to a
top down approach that starts with the
end user’s experience?

Angela Logothetis: There are traditionally two sides
to how organisations work. Network engineers would
say SDN or NFV is coming so let’s figure out how to
introduce the technologies into our business.
Customer experience people would say what
innovative and attractive service do those
technologies enable us to introduce.
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You have to have a system that is able to translate a
product specification into a network specification and
we see OSS as the critical layer that brings the
customer and the network together. Another key area
is around the experience. Typically a CSP would build
a very high quality network which is universal and to
be shared by everybody. Some CSPs still pride
themselves on that and some regulators require it.
CSPs recognize that even though they build the
network for everyone, they will sell class of service to
some customers. We’re also seeing more business
models that are two-way. For example, Netflix traffic
must be at a certain bit rate across the network or
customers won’t be happy. CSPs won’t prioritise the

L

Those two worlds would meet one another in very
long and complex processes with reams and reams of
paper and procedures that typically result in it taking
18 months to introduce a new product. What
communications service providers (CSPs) need to do

is bring the two worlds together which is what we can
do in OSS to enable both a top down and a bottom
up approach.
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Angela Logothetis is vice president of OSS product and offerings
at Amdocs

Justin Paul is head of OSS marketing at Amdocs

traffic but they will ensure the network is in place to
deliver the service at the bit rate required. This is the
job of next generation OSS.

AL: If it was a completely greenfield environment it
would be simpler but still complex for a CSP to set
itself up as a virtualised business. CSPs have a lot of
capex sitting in the ground in the form of their
traditional network equipment and it is not going to go
away. CSPs are going to sweat those assets for as
long as possible.

VP: The division between networks and IT is
changing as networks move towards the IT
domain. How important is it to demonstrate IT
skills to CSPs, especially as they embark on their
journey to telco cloud?
AL: We’re rather uniquely positioned because we have
the network capabilities and have worked with network
organisations for managing operations in OSS, the
control plane and service development platforms
(SDP). We are also one of the largest IT vendors in
telecoms, along with our managed services capability.
We understand how the network works and how IT in
data centres works but the really interesting part with
OSS is it’s not just a set of asset software. It’s
software that codifies the technology that a CSP has
to run its network. That’s where I see real change
happening as the network becomes more IT-oriented
than it is today.
Justin Paul: If you look at some of the players
coming in from the data centre market, they’ll say they
know about virtualisation but I’m not sure they
understand the differences between IT and telecoms.
They are not used to working to the same engineering
parameters as CSPs which is essential. That is an
operational issue for this type of vendor.

For example, if you think about enterprise customer
premise equipment (CPE), it has to go into the
enterprise’s building today as physical CPE. However,
if it’s virtual where do you put it? In data centre A or B,
in server blade C or D? It becomes a complex
decision and you have alternatives that mean
something and have an impact. Making sure you are
making the right decisions and how they are going to
join up is absolutely key.
VP: NFV and SDN are forcing OSS to change but
is this a revolution or more of an evolution?
AL: People want to roll-out NFV because it increases the
agility of the network while SDN increases configurability.
There are strong business cases driving these
technologies but if you put the virtualised equipment
into the network and nothing else changes you don’t
get the benefits in service functions. All you get is a
flexible, configurable network that no one can use.
To get the full benefits of NFV and SDN you have to
have next generation OSS. The trick is how do you
get that and no one wants yet another set of systems.

L

VP: Virtualisation is the next transformation in
networks but for the next ten years at least the
reality is hybrid, virtual and physical networks
and services. What do CSPs need to manage the
complexities of hybrid environments?

Therefore introduction of virtualisation is about finding
opportunities where CSPs will get the most benefit
and also enable interoperability of virtual and physical
assets. Virtualised assets will operate totally differently
to physical assets.

If you look at some of
the players coming in
from the data centre
market, they’ll say they
know about
virtualisation but I’m
not sure they
understand the
differences between IT
and telecoms

IN ASSOCIATION WITH AMDOCS
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Hundreds of millions have already been invested so
CSPs want a scenario in which current systems run
90% of the network with 10% virtualised initially.
Therefore we need systems that are able to evolve
from the traditional to virtual world.
JP: From talking to some of CSPs’ operations people
it’s clear that the full capabilities of NFV scare them
significantly because of the potential risks of untried
technology. The ideal of fully automated networks is
quite frightening and it is going to take time for them
to understand the technology and make changes to
the organisation. There are a lot of operational
questions for CSPs to address.
VP: Openness is a key characteristic of next
generation OSS to ensure that service providers
can avoid vendor lock-in. What vendor attributes
should CSPs be looking for?
AL: The need for openness is both horizontal and
vertical. From a horizontal perspective there are few
CSPs with a single vendor network. CSPs want their
operations layer to manage multi-technology, multivendor environments to avoid lock-in so they need
openness so people and systems can work across
multiple vendors. Amdocs is one of the few vendors
that can say it is independent of a CSP’s network
equipment vendors.
Looking vertically, increasingly we’re seeing larger
vendors saying they can give CSPs a completely
vertical solution for virtualisation from server blades to
hypervisors, to cloud, to virtual network functions, the
virtual network functions manager, the element manager
and the orchestration system. They are trying to sell a
complete virtualisation stack but that completely
destroys the proposition of moving to an IT world
which should be composed of commodity hardware.
Network equipment vendors are coming from the
world of tightly coupled network elements. We say
you can use anybody’s hardware, anybody’s
hypervisor and so on and we’ll bring it together.
JP: Network equipment providers have a long history
of using proprietary capabilities to lock CSPs in to
them. It’s contrary to NFV but the tendency is there to
say that if you have our virtual network functions and
orchestration system we’ll give you proprietary
functions that no one else has. That has to be resisted
by the industry.
We have our own virtual network functions,
particularly in the policy plane, and we’ve
demonstrated we can work our orchestration with our
virtual PCRF (policy and charging rules function) but
we are not saying we have something proprietary. We
can work equally well with a third party PCRF.

www.amdocs.com
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VP: Efficient operations and rapid time to market
demand that processes are catalogue-driven. Do
OSS and BSS need to be driven from a single

central catalogue for both traditional and virtual
networks?
AL: We see the catalogue as a single place where
everything about the CSP comes together enabling a
top down customer view and a bottom up network
view. However, there is more to it than that. It’s very
much about not only cataloguing of parts buts also
why those parts work in the CSP’s business,
processes, engineering and fulfillment. That’s what’s
really giving the agility and it will be increasingly
important in the future network.
VP: To achieve lean operations next generation
OSS must monitor, evaluate and change the
network in response to planned and unplanned
events. To what extent is assurance the key and
must both data and processes be real-time?
JP: NFV and SDN are the catalysts forcing OSS to
change. OSS has survived until now without having to
make any radical changes but with NFV you have to
have a system that is much more tightly coupled to
virtual components, that has to be aware of what is
happening in the network. There are planned events,
such as peak usage times, where your virtualised
functions spin up and it’s important to do that in realtime because things can change.
There are also unplanned events – security is a good
example because it requires a much faster reaction
than people can make. Security services are edge
services and spin up in response to demand with
relatively little impact on core services. Next
generation OSS therefore needs real-time capability
because of the dynamic nature of the network.
VP: Business agility can be achieved through
agile operations but this won’t help with
improving time to market, which is typically in the
region of 18 months. Does bringing new virtual
and hybrid services to market rapidly require a
means of creating services in an agile way?
JP: What has been very interesting is that lots of NFV
use cases have not been about improving time to
market for introduction of new services. It takes a very
long time for CSPs to build services – 18 months is
not atypical today – and the resources involved are
significant. We’ve been looking at ways to define, test
and configure services in a much more agile way.
We have to be able to address how CSPs create
services to take the engineering and test effort down
significantly so the balance changes and CSPs are
able to react to market impacts much more readily.
New service introductions won’t be 18 months, it will
be a couple of weeks.
The ability virtualisation presents to create new
services very rapidly and offer upsell at the drop of the
hat is where it gets very exciting. The opex and capex
savings come almost as a byproduct of the flexibility.
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Lifecycle Service
Orchestration set to propel
NFV service agility
As CSPs virtualise their networks a new approach to OSS called Lifecycle Service
Orchestration is needed if they are to achieve all the benefits on offer, writes Chris Purdy

N

etwork functions virtualisation (NFV) presents
communications service providers (CSPs)
with an opportunity to radically alter the
structure of their businesses. Current levels
of capital and operational expenditure are
unsustainable and CSPs urgently need to move to a
new technical foundation that enables them not only
to reduce costs of operation but also to generate new
revenues from agile service creation.

The author,
Chris Purdy, is CTO
at CENX

The transition to virtualised networks isn’t just about
swapping out function-specific physical hardware and
replacing it with commodity equipment. There’s a
substantially increased management burden associated
with virtualisation because it is much more difficult to
manage a network that is constantly changing.
That heightened complexity accounts for CSPs
trialling NFV in small pockets of their businesses.
They’re going through a learning curve and want to
make sure they have the operations capability in place
to handle all the moving parts that will be involved in
mainstream NFV deployment.
Network operations will be critical here but not in its
traditional form or approach so technology vendors
are putting forward a series of new approaches to
address the operational challenges posed by NFV.
The industry has coined the term Lifecycle Service
Orchestration (LSO) to describe this new generation of
operational support software (OSS) and CENX is an
early market mover. CENX avoids using names such
as next generation OSS or real-time OSS because it
regards these as only focusing on an isolated single
aspect of the virtualisation issues CSPs face.
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The situation is also made more complex by the
nature of the introduction of NFV and software defined
networking (SDN) which mean that, in addition to all
the traditional systems, SDN controllers and NFV
service orchestrators are also required in the MANO
(management and orchestration) environment of
virtualised telecoms operations.
LSO abstracts away that complexity by spanning all
the functional blocks required to operate a service
from initial design and configuration, turn-up testing,
performance monitoring and onwards. CENX has
developed its Cortx Service Orchestrator, which it sells
to all types of CSPs as well as cloud and data centre
service providers. The system continuously audits
data from the network and traditional, stove-piped
OSS. It then feeds that into CENX’s service
information model which correlates all this information
to enable full lifecycle service planning and fulfilment
and service management and assurance.
All of these functions and insights are integrated into
Cortx Service Orchestrator’s service visualisation
capability, which is a powerful graphical user interface
(GUI) that enables the CSP user to visualise the
service topology and its real-time state. Significantly
the visualisation of the service information model is
achieved through an automated process that resolves
the inconsistencies of data from existing systems. It is
critical that a single, authoritative, trusted view of the
network is created and maintained in the service
information model.

L

It’s important to recognise that virtualised
environments will not benefit from a replication of the
traditional OSS stack, with a continuation of the
stovepiped architecture of previous generations.

Instead, those individual functions, such as inventory,
fault and performance, remain as fundamental
requirements but the data from them needs to be
extracted horizontally as well as vertically to provide
an accurate and real-time picture of the complete
service delivery and creation environment.
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It’s important to recognise that virtualised
environments will not benefit from a replication of
the traditional OSS stack, with a continuation of the
stovepiped architecture of previous generations

This is significant because the model forms the
foundation of the CSP’s knowledge of the service and,
using the service visualisation GUI, users can
communicate directly with network management
systems or network equipment if required to manage
a service. In addition, the GUI integrates to test and
measurement equipment, creating a single pane of
glass from which a service is holistically managed.
To achieve this accurately and enable the agile
introduction of new services, it is critical that the
service information is continually updated in real-time to
reflect the dynamic nature of the NFV environment. That
requires the network operations to be real-time, as
well. Current OSS vendors are trying to enhance their
systems to do this but the stovepiped architecture
limits the breadth of utility and visibility. What’s really
needed is software that is purpose-built for lifecycle
orchestration of services over virtualised architecture.
This is what CENX has developed with Cortx Service
Orchestrator. Network big data is used to feed the
system’s analytics engine which produces actionable,

visualised intelligence. This enables CSPs to gain
service agility by achieving up to 80% reduction in the
time required to turn up services. In addition, because
the data is accurate and can easily be analysed
through the GUI, CSPs can achieve a 65% decrease
in triage time. Finally, a 70% improvement in inventory
accuracy results in reduced operations costs for CSPs.
With benefits such as these on offer, it’s clear that it is
necessary to redefine OSS and recognise the need for
LSO which is focused on enabling the functions and
analysis of SDN, NFV, as well as handling the hybrid,
part-virtualised environment. With lifecycle service
orchestration, CENX is showing how, through a single
pane of glass, CSPs can have full visibility across
physical and virtual networks with no need for
separate systems.
That will allow CSPs to unlock the full service agility
and revenue generation benefits of virtualisation and
take them beyond the initial cost saving benefits the
technologies offer.
www.cenx.com
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NFV DEPLOYMENT

Virtualisation technology
isn’t complex, it’s
everything around it that
presents a problem
The concept of network functions virtualisation (NFV) is well understood but CSPs face a series
of decisions and challenges as they move to real world deployments of the technology, writes
George Malim

A
Per Borgklint:
I don’t think OSS will
be challenged by
virtualisation

Tara Van Unen:
If virtualisation is a
five-stage plan, the
industry is at stage one

“We really believe the network is always going to be a
mixture of physical and virtual equipment,” says Sergio
Pellizzari, a solutions architect and a founder of
Nakina Systems. “In a lot of cases a CSP wouldn’t
virtualise, they’ll only do so where it makes sense.”
For some, it’s simply not that difficult. “Virtualisation
isn’t really a challenge,” says Per Borgklint, a senior
vice president and the head of Business Unit Support
Solutions at Ericsson. “In essence it’s just the first
step of moving something into the telco cloud, taking
existing software and putting it on a very generic
resource base. Services will be rendered from the
cloud to a very large extent which means the OSS will
transform.”
However, that won’t be a giant leap. “A fairly boring
system like inventory management might transform
into something more agile and that will follow naturally
when networks start to transform,” he adds. “I don’t
think OSS will be challenged, there are probably more

challenges in regulations and data privacy than there
are in the technology itself.”
Tara Van Unen, the senior manager for strategic
marketing at JDSU, agrees: “When it comes to
accelerating virtualisation, it’s not so much the
technology that’s complex, it’s everything around it,”
she says. “We’re looking to virtualise systems across
the whole portfolio and are working with TM Forum’s
Frameworx model to assess the maturity of
virtualisation components.”
It is still early days. “If it’s a five stage plan, we’re at
stage one as an industry,” Van Unen confirms,
pointing out that the appetite for virtualisation among
CSPs is firmly established. “Every single customer
engagement we have for assurance includes a
mandatory requirement to show how this will operate
in a virtualised environment. No investments are being
made without being virtualisation-ready.”
David Heaps, the senior vice president of strategy at
CSG International shares Borgklint’s view that
virtualisation has a limited impact on OSS and BSS.
“We’re a step removed from NFV apart from in realtime charging and policy,” he says. “Virtualisation is
still run from the IT domain and we have systems that
can run in virtualised environments so we don’t see a
lot of change from our point of view. If network
elements become virtualised, we’ll still collect data.”

L
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s communications service providers (CSPs)
grapple with setting strategies for migration
to virtualisation, the challenge is becoming
less about the technology and more about
what to virtualise first. Those decisions are
heavily influenced by the existing state of a CSP and
the markets it operates in. They are also assessing
organisational impacts and how they will be able to
run hybrid environments, composed of both virtualised
and physical hardware.

CSPs are starting to move beyond proofs of concept,
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although those still form the bulk of virtualisation
activity. Early projects centre on virtualised customer
premise equipment (vCPE) and virtualised voice over
LTE (vVoLTE). CSPs have targeted vCPE in the
enterprise arena because it allows them to deploy
virtualised equipment in a relatively controlled way, in a
small part of their business. The less risk averse CSPs
are looking to vVoLTE because they have to make
investments to support VoLTE anyway and consider
that as they are doing so, they should try to drive
synergies and cost efficiencies by deploying it in a
virtualised way.
There’s an evidently higher risk involved in deploying
virtualisation so early for a service that is so core to a
CSP’s business. “I’m not so sure about virtualised
VoLTE,” says Justin Paul, the head of OSS marketing at
Amdocs. “Part of the reason for that is that it’s so close
to the core business that generates revenue today.”
“I suspect you are going to see a lot of focus around
an area where CSPs have problems generating
enough revenue today and that’s enterprise,” he adds.
“If you get it right, it’s all upside and if you get it wrong
you haven’t lost much. If you get virtualisation in
VoLTE wrong, you have the potential to damage your
current revenue.”
For Martin Morgan, the director of marketing at
Openet, vVoLTE is certainly a topic for discussion and
exploration among CSPs. “The definite feeling is that
VoLTE is something that fits nicely with virtualisation,”
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he says. “There’s an opportunity to take something
that is easily adjuncted and if a CSP has the vision to
see NFV as a means to take itself to VoLTE, it could
be a beautiful path.”
To a degree, it’s about timing. The emergence of NFV
is happening at the same time as CSPs are looking to
set up VoLTE. “NFV and VoLTE have been under
discussion for several years,” says Mark Windle, the
head of marketing at OpenCloud. “The industry as a
whole has progressed on the NFV side and the reality
is coming into play. The timing coincides with CSPs
seriously deciding now that they’re going to
implement VoLTE.”

Martin Morgan:
VoLTE is something
that fits nicely with
virtualisation

OpenCloud has worked with Telekom Austria Group’s
Serbian mobile operator Vip mobile to demonstrate
the readiness of vVoLTE. “This showed it can be done
in a live environment and that has been a useful proof
of concept for the industry,” says Windle. “We built on
that by producing a demo at Mobile World Congress
that showed the reality of what a deployment of VoLTE
in the cloud is really like. We showed it can be
deployed on a bare bones cloud server and made
ready to deploy in seven minutes.”
“That’s a great demonstration of the power of
virtualisation,” concludes Windle. “It transforms how
we need to think about deploying services. That is a
significant change that will see CSPs shift how they
view their own industry and also change their
business processes to capitalise on virtualisation.”

Mark Windle:
The timing of NFV
coincides with CSPs
deciding they’re
going to implement
VoLTE
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EXPERT
OPINION
How to unlock the
business potential of
NFV/SDN for CSPs
Lukasz Mendyk explains how a network as a distributed cloud can reshape itself to serve
customer applications more effectively

F
The author,
Lukasz Mendyk,
is the OSS product
manager at the
Telecommunications
Business Unit of
Comarch

rom the perspective of communications
service providers (CSPs), the new
technologies of NFV and SDN offer the ability
to become a real cloud provider in a new
sense, where a network can do much more
than just provide access to data centres – it can
become a cloud, serving as a platform for customer
applications. It can also dynamically reshape its
architecture to meet customer needs. This revolution
is possible thanks to combining NFV (network
functions virtualisation) and software defined
networking (SDN) technologies, which means that
networks can adapt by being reprogrammed.
Moreover, network nodes can also become parts of
distributed data centres that host not only network
functions, but also applications. From the customer
perspective this means that applications can be
moved closer to the end user, enabling lower latency
and higher speed, and leading to better customer
experience.

Closer to the customer
The basic definition of NFV is to have network
functions implemented on the same commodity
hardware as used in data centres. If so, both network
functions and customer cloud applications can be run
on the same hardware. It can either mean moving
network functions to data centres, or the opposite:
moving applications to network edges.

The technology also promises to open the network to
innovation from the software developer ecosystem.
Instead of rigid networks that are difficult to adjust to
different application needs, the network becomes
programmable and ready for the era of the Internet of
Things (IoT), where applications can have their own
virtual networks programmed.

An interesting case in point would be placing a
customer application, for example a video on demand
(VoD) server at the eNodeB node, which in fact means
placing the video source as close as possible to the
mobile user. From the perspective of traditional
network topology, as defined by 3GPP, the network

L

NFV/SDN benefits

When NFV is combined with its complementary
technology, SDN, the cloud can become a real cloud.
This means much more than running applications in
the cloud from a central data centre with limited
geographical distribution. The real cloud is a
distributed environment where applications can be
migrated as close to the customer as it takes to
provide good customer experience at a reasonable
cost. If network functions can run on the same
hardware as end-user applications, it becomes
possible to colocate applications and network
functions in the same nodes, which can effectively
become micro-data centres (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Extending the
cloud to the network
edges: RAN and core seen
as micro-data centres
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should at least include eNodeB, SGW (serving
gateway), and PGW (packet data network gateway).
Traditional network architecture assumes that there is
a link between eNodeB and SGW, and it is
implemented on top of the mobile backhaul, entailing
many potential IP hops. The colocation of these
functions in one physical node means that almost no
mobile backhaul is necessary. For customers, it
reduces latency, thus increasing service quality. For
CSPs it decreases the burden placed on the
mobile backhaul.

Control via policies: the magic answer?
Control via policies sounds like a magic answer, but
this is probably easier said than done. When taking
into account that the concept requires a hierarchy of
policies in place, it also sounds a bit complicated. But
in fact, hierarchy of policies is all about simplification. It
is best to present some examples to explain this concept.
A provider of customer applications most probably
shouldn’t directly state, whether its application should
be run at any specific network edge node. Instead,
the app provider should define requirements, such as
the maximum acceptable latency that can assure
good customer experience, as the app provider is the
one, who best understands the applications. These
application requirements define the application level policy.
CSPs, who at the same time play the role of cloud
providers, may treat this application policy as highlevel. They may use their own policy, which
additionally takes into account the network structure.
For example, when many different applications are
being deployed with variously defined requirements for
maximum latencies, the CSP’s policy may decide
which application is going to be moved closer to the
customer, colocated with appropriate virtual network
functions, and run on hardware located at the
eNodeB access node. In addition, this policy may take
into account the number of customers accessing the
applications from the given eNodeB (traffic statistics)
to decide, which of the applications competing for
resources should be moved closer to the customers.

The OSS role: Real-time OSS for NFV/SDN
As the key to benefit from the NFV/SDN potential is
implementing control via multi-level hierarchical
policies, the ideal solution for policy management
seems to be a service catalogue where policies can
be managed together with services – in fact, a policy
can be treated as a service itself.
Managing definitions of policies is not enough. You
need a dynamic, up-to-date view of the network and

the applications to be able to execute these policies.
Network inventory systems may help manage the
NFV/SDN environment, as they can provide a physical
infrastructure view, VNF node locations, and logical
network topology, including that of microdata centres and traditional data
centres.
Service assurance solutions can
provide a view of the network traffic,
helping to establish the location of
the congestion and suggest when it
makes sense to migrate applications
to actually improve customer
experience. The reallocation of
applications and VNFs requires programming
the network. Network inventory, together with
service assurance, can assist an SDN controller
when making the re-routing decisions to
optimise quality of service.
Reallocating application and
network functions must be
dynamic to provide good
customer experience at
reasonable costs. In addition,
the need to react to changing
traffic and application loads
means that OSS must work in
real time. Moreover, OSS needs to
shift from a role of purely managing and
orchestrating, towards being a true part of a
dynamic network.

OSS in the cloud: the new meaning
– OSS virtualisation
Real-time OSS means that performance
scalability becomes critical. To transform OSS
to real time can be challenging, but the
solution lies in OSS virtualisation - i.e. placing
OSS in the cloud. This may not be a new
concept, but in this case it is more than just
locating the OSS system in a data centre
and having it managed by an OSS provider.
Instead, OSS may also be reallocated
within the network nodes and be
colocated, with VNFs and applications to
assure the correct level of responsiveness.
OSS must therefore be deployable both at
traditional data centres but also follow
network functions and applications when
migrated to micro-data centres. Colocating
OSS and VNF is essential when low latency
is critical.

IN ASSOCIATION WITH COMARCH
To learn more, download Comarch’s free white paper:
The Business Potential of NFV/SDN for Telecoms – How a Network as a Distributed Cloud can Reshape
Itself to Better Serve Customer Applications at nfv-sdn-whitepaper.comarch.com
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Shaul Rozen:
Transformation needs
to be done in a
thoughtful way that
mitigates this risk
through advanced
planning and
intelligent, automated
orchestration

efore we get to orchestration, the senior
network architect at carrier Colt Technology
Services, Javier Benitez, believes that we
need to address another matter. Prior to
orchestration, he says, the VNF (virtual
network functions) need to deliver the required network
functionality at the required performance, otherwise
NFV will be a ‘no go’. “If by virtualising existing services
CSPs aren’t able to offer the same level of
performance and meet the SLAs (service level
agreements), an NFV model won’t work. It’s critical to
make sure that NFV will deliver the same functionality
and performance that CSPs are providing today.
“However, having said that, NFV will never succeed,
even if the previous requirements are met, if
orchestration is not part of the solution. In the same
way that cloud computing can’t be productised
without full orchestration around it, NFV can’t go into
real production environments if the orchestration piece
is not fully in place,” Benitez insists.
Ken Dilbeck of TM Forum is unequivocal. “Yes.
Orchestration will be key, not only at the physical
configuration level, but also at the service enablement
level. The only way to realise the full promise of NFV is
to put in place a coordinated orchestration capability
across the end-to-end environment. Throw in the
orchestration of a multi-tenant environment spanning
multiple administrations, and it is pretty obvious that a
very sophisticated orchestration capability (or
something like it) will be vital.”

Not the only factor
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“The virtualisation of network functions will greatly
reduce the complexity associated with introducing new
services across the entire network, enabling the
physical network and virtual network to interconnect
functions such as optimisation, firewall, and deep
packet inspection (DPI) to achieve service chaining.
This is where orchestration becomes critical. It should
also be noted that the variable nature of costs and
resources in a CSP environment makes orchestration a
significantly complex task in their networks in
comparison to traditional data centre environments.”
Peer 1 Hosting’s senior architect Gary McKenzie, tells
VanillaPlus, “It obviously depends on what you use
(orchestration) for but for organisations with ambitions
to scale their solutions, good orchestration is going to
make or break their NFV deployments.”
“Of course, the requirement for good orchestration isn’t
unique to NFV and isn’t new either, large scale
communication service providers (CSPs) have long
known that ‘zero touch’ provisioning and replacement
are key to a reliable and positive customer experience.”
Mackenzie believes that orchestration is really just the
next step on that journey.

Money matters
It’s also about money. According to Béatrice PiquerDurand, a vice president at Ipanema Technologies,
“From conversations with our partners, the key point
for deeming an NFV implementation successful
ultimately boils down to reducing transformation costs.
In the telecoms industry, change is an expensive
process, and anything that can be done to reduce
these costs is of economic benefit. Any business
model that is able to rapidly adapt to changing

L

Tony Poulos, Enterprise Business Assurance market
strategist at Portugal-based WeDo Technologies,
cautions that, “While successful orchestration is
definitely a key factor, it is not the only critical area that
needs to be addressed. Successful implementation will

go beyond reducing dependency on dedicated
hardware-based appliances.
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demands is going to use existing infrastructure
more efficiently.”
The money will likely stem from automation, simplification,
and maximisation of resources, she believes.

Another risk with NFV
Shaul Rozen, Amdocs’ director of product strategy, is
adamant that successful orchestration is “most
certainly” the key to successful NFV implementation.
“When introducing new virtual use cases one at a time,
service providers risk retaining the current state of
multiple silo networks that require numerous
orchestration and management systems. This lessens
the opportunity to reduce complexity and take
advantage of full cloud elasticity and agility benefits.
The transformation needs to be done in a thoughtful
way that mitigates this risk through advanced planning
and intelligent, automated orchestration.”
NFV benefits lie in the ability to automatically fulfil and
manage network services lifecycle across network
segments and technologies, says Rozen, such as
access and aggregation networks, core-network data
centres and on-premises demarcation points.
Scaling the NFV promise requires an operations
solution that enables service providers to rapidly define
new service models and fulfil them instantly upon
demand. Key requirements of such a solution include:
• Dynamic service design and automatic fulfilment
• Automatic management of tens of thousands of
instances in real time, over a distributed and multivendor infrastructure
• Support for services spanning virtual and physical
resources
• Integration with business support systems (BSS)
and operational support systems (OSS), and
• Integrated policies and analytics for optimal service
performance.

Looking ahead
Orchestration of the overall network will be key to the
success of an NFV implementation. Ben Parker,
principal technologist at Guavus has no doubt about
that. “Virtual networks allow the operator to change
operational models. They can enter new businesses
based on new models of operation.
“They will also be able to offer a different quality of
experience (QoE) on different networks to different
people. With the competitive environment for telecoms
becoming more and more complex, each operator
must be able to adapt quickly both to offer new
products, and discontinue poorly performing ones
more quickly,” Parker concludes.
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Yes, successful orchestration is the key to successful
NFV implementation, according to Sameh Yamany,
CTO and VP of Mobile Assurance & Analytics at
JDSU, “especially when it comes to the Phase Two of
self-configured NFV networks. When the network
becomes self-configuring, it has to make ‘good’
orchestration decisions – good in the sense of
delivering improved business results such as
profitability and/or improved customer experience.”
Yamany believes the quality of these self-configuring
orchestration decisions will ultimately determine the
success of the NFV implementation, and this in turn will
be down to the quality of the performance data and
policy control functions being used to formulate these
decisions.

Ben Parker:
Virtual networks
allow the operator to
change operational
models

The biggest challenge
The conclusion is clear to Gerry Donohoe, director of
Solutions Engineering, Openet. “The full potential of
NFV can only be achieved with the correct orchestration
capability. The ability to achieve faster time-to-market,
targeted service introductions, and elastic scaling can
only be delivered if all of the functions can be
automated, such as VM Instance management, and
integrated monitoring and metering of workloads. This
still remains the biggest challenge, and greatest
enabler, for delivering on the potential of NFV.”
I’ll leave the last words to Rob Marson, Nakina
Systems’ vice president of Marketing. “While many
benefits associated with cost improvements from
leveraging commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) servers are
achievable without orchestration, value creation resulting
from new service innovation and velocity will not be
possible without successful orchestration strategies.”

Tony Poulos:
Orchestration is
critical but not the
only area that needs
to be addressed

“In addition, a service-oriented view to management
and orchestration is necessary. This implies that
orchestration and correlation of network data integrity
be extended across all networks, and that physical and
virtual environments be bridged. A common mediation
and abstraction layer is required in order to bridge
various environments together and to enable
management, orchestration, analytics and assurance
systems to communicate to networks in a consistent
and holistic fashion. Otherwise,” says Marson, “the full
benefits of NFV resulting from increased automation
will not be realised.”
This article originally appeared in the NFV Hub of
www.vanillaplus.com and forms part of series of
original articles by VanillaPlus editorial director
Jeremy Cowan exploring NFV, all of which are
available at: www.vanillaplus.com/nfv-hub
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NFV’s value can be a
differentiator and game
changer for CSPs if combined
with predictive analytics
While the industry attention to NFV has focused on virtualising machines, many of the benefits
of virtualisation will be missed if CSPs don’t deploy predictive analytics to allow proactive
attention to network management and service delivery based on customer preferences

A
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“NFV is an emerging technology and most of the
efforts have been expended on virtualising the
functions, the mechanics,” confirms Suren Nathan, the
chief technology officer of Razorsight. “The what to do
and when – the intelligence – are what is coming next.”
It’s as if CSPs are putting the cart in front of the horse
by deploying the cart first in the form of virtualised
equipment, then considering the horse and reigns in
form of MANO and service control, when actually they

L

s network functions virtualisation (NFV) starts
to roll-out much of communications service
providers’ (CSPs) attention has been
focused on the benefits of deploying
commoditised hardware and a little attention
has been given to NFV MANO (management and
orchestration). However, amidst the excitement, the
telecoms industry has yet to devote sufficient attention
to the intelligence that is required to feed orchestration
and effectively manage virtual network functions.
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need the intelligence of the cart driver to decide what
functions need to be instantiated.
“You have to put the intelligence up front and for that
you need analytics but we don’t see that being
considered yet,” adds Nathan, who advocates that
CSPs adopt a cloud-based predictive analytics
platform to optimally manage customer preference
inputs and automated data feeds from the rapidly
expanding plethora of IoT (Internet of Things) devices
to maximise the potential operational efficiencies and
economic benefits of NFV.
Nathan explains that there are series of compelling
business cases for predictive analytics in support of
NFV. Among these is predictive capacity planning and
forecasting. In contrast to traditional capacity planning
where a mobile operator would, for example, take
market analysis from the marketing department to
predict future growth and data from traffic studies
from the network department to augment that and
then decide that additional capacity would be required
in six or 12 months, predictive analytics provides
greater accuracy and more flexibility.
“The traditional approach means infrastructure has to
be planned and budgeted for months in advance so
you don’t get flexibility,” says Nathan. “Once you
invest in capacity, you’re done but, with predictive
analytics you can predict in advance what the
demand is going to be at a given point. CSPs can use
the high degree of accuracy of those predictions to
turn on capacity at the time they require it.”
“That has a big impact if you are able to delay
investments based on actual need rather than
hypothetical need,” he adds. “When virtualisation is
linked to that, the real power of NFV becomes
apparent.”
A second business use case is in preventative
network maintenance. “If you think about reactive
failover, the time when the failure happens to turning
on another machine can be substantial,” says Nathan.
“Predictive analytics can tell you precisely when a
failure is most likely to happen with a high degree of
accuracy – for example a weather change, event
surge or a new technology introduction, you can
proactively use NFV to change over without having to
wait for failover. We’re talking about fixing problems
proactively before they occur.”
Chris Checco, the president and chief analytics officer
of Razorsight, adds: “If you can predict in advance
when specific network elements are going to fail, you
can get down to very discrete use cases.”
A third business case entails delivering an enhanced
customer experience. “If you look at a football stadium
during a big match, or traffic congestion resultant from
an accident or inclement weather, you can predict
there will be lots of upload and download traffic and
ensure network capacity is instantaneously made
available to support the burst of activity rather than
reacting to it once it happens,” Checco explains.

Finally, Nathan puts forward the business case of
service level agreement (SLA) management. “One of
the benefits of NFV is the virtualisation of the
enterprise network and CSPs are looking to include
that as part of their offering and include aggressive
SLAs,” he says. “The ability to maintain and guarantee
a high degree of service availability backed by a strong
SLA is a business differentiator. Delivering this
depends on the ability to turn things on and off if
anything goes wrong. Predictive analytical insights are
critical here because any risk of an SLA impact needs
to be proactively managed.”
Nathan is adamant that a cloud-based platform is the
way for CSPs to go. “Cloud-based predictive analytics
fit hand-in-glove with the dynamic nature of NFV and
the connected universe driven by IoT and increasing
volumes of mobility in software,” he says. “When we
talk about predictive data science and analytics these
are new technologies. The NFV model is cloud so
cloud-based predictive analytics makes perfect sense.”
“In addition, thanks to the cloud model, the analytics
works on all the data – the CRM, the network data, IoT
connected devices and the customer interactions,”
Nathan adds. “A traditional approach to network
engineering would only consider a limited data set while
ensuring capacity and availability, which never factored
in important customer related aspects including loyalty,
churn propensity, demographics, social media implications
and myriad other factors. Analytics correlates the
information to address the business need.”
However, this level of analytical insight can’t be
achieved by data scientists that are not telecoms
experts. “Telecoms is at a crossroads,” says Nathan.
“While the network changes, the market place is
changing and customer expectations also change.
This requires a thorough understanding of what is
happening so in this dynamic environment, it is going
to be very difficult for someone with no understanding
of the industry to generate critical analytics.”

Suren Nathan:
Thorough
understanding of
what is happening in
this dynamic,
virtualised
environment is
required

Chris Checco:
CSPs can use
predictive analytics to
proactively ensure
the network assets
are optimised for a
burst of activity
rather than reacting
to it

“Industry experts who are also data scientists and
software engineers like the team at Razorsight will
drive much greater value in coupling NFV with
advanced analytics than generalists would,” he adds.
Nathan sees the situation becoming only more complex
and therefore regards intelligence and insights as vital
for CSPs looking to maximise the benefits of
virtualisation. “Analytics is a critical component that
must be bundled into NFV roll-out,” he confirms. “If
CSPs want to be agile, they have to be proactive and
utilise the power of real-time, predictive analytics.”
“We are waiting on the underlying orchestration tools
and APIs to mature,” he concludes. “It’s an evolving
area but the more the industry couples NFV and
analytics and understands the remarkable potential on
differentiation through vastly improved, proactive
customer experiences the better the market will be.”
Adds Checco: “One only has to look at how Netflix
has redefined the video consumption market via
proactive analytics as an interesting parallel.”

www.razorsight.com
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N F V R O U N D TA B L E S U M M A R Y

CSPs focus on orchestration to
mitigate NFV deployment risks
VanillaPlus has successfully launched its series of roundtable discussions on network
functions virtualisation (NFV) with first two parts of the series now completed. Here, George
Malim reports on what has been discussed

N

ow the concept of virtualisation is widely
understood there’s a real thirst for
knowledge about how to deploy and
manage virtual functions effectively and that
is something the new VanillaPlus series of
online NFV rountables is seeking to address.
In our first roundtable, held in January 2015, we
brought together a panel to examine why analyticssupported orchestration is the management enabler
for network functions virtualisation. It’s clear
orchestration is increasingly understood to be the
indispensable conductor of an orchestra of virtualised
functions. Without effective orchestration the potential
for efficient harmony is lost and there is a danger of a
disorganised, uncoordinated cacophony ensuing.

In our first
roundtable, held in
January 2015, we
brought together a
panel to examine why
analytics-supported
orchestration is the
management enabler
for network functions
virtualisation

Our panel was composed of Glen Ragoonanan, the
lead analyst for Analysys Mason's Infrastructure
Solutions, Service Delivery Platforms and SoftwareControlled Networking research programmes, who
presented an introduction to the topic and chaired the
debate before handing over to the audience for questions.
He was joined by Guy Daley, the director and CTO of
product management at Cisco Systems, who
explained how fundamental orchestration is to the
success of NFV in general. Tom Conklin, the
consulting managing director for Cloud/NFV at
Ericsson expanded on the criticality of good
orchestration before handing over to Sameh Yamany,
the CTO and vice president of mobile assurance and
analytics at JDSU. Yamany, and Rob Marson, the vice
president of marketing at Nakina Systems, explored
the challenges orchestration presents for
communications service providers, emphasising the
importance of appropriate data and analytics in
making orchestration effective.

Ken Dilbeck, the NFV Catalyst Lead at the TM Forum,
then joined Conklin in discussing how network
operations will move further into the B/OSS stack at
CSPs as NFV rolls out. Marson then joined Dilbeck in
an exploration of the stresses constantly shifting
virtualised networks will place on service assurance
specifically and O/BSS in general.
Finally, Daley joined Yamany in assessing the long
term and medium benefits that CSPs can extract from
NFV deployments that properly address orchestration,
big data analytics and skills transformation.
Ragoonanan then wrapped up the panel discussion
before opening the floor to the audience for thirty
minutes of quick-fire questions to the panellists.

Mitigating Deployment Risks
The VanillaPlus NFV Roundtable Part 2 was held in
April and took the theme of how CSPs can mitigate
NFV deployment risks. Again chaired and introduced
by Analysys Mason’s Ragoonanan, the discussion
opened with an exploration of what CSPs are doing
now to progress towards NFV deployment. Woody
Denman, the director for cloud and IP strategy at
Ericsson was joined by Chris Newton-Smith, the vice
president of marketing at Redknee to report on the
state of play and to examine the approaches CSPs
are taking to minimise risks.
Mikko Disini, the director of product marketing for
cloud networking at Citrix then joined Simon
Osborne, the CTO for service orchestration at
Comptel in discussing which standardisation activity
CSPs are most likely to align with. They concluded
that there is a lot of activity for CSPs to engage with
and clear winners are yet to emerge.
The discussion then moved on to consider the early
use cases for NFV. Nakina Systems’ Marson was
joined by Disini to assess the opportunities and
challenges CSPs face in their deployments of
virtualised customer premise equipment (vCPE).
Marson also explore whether virtualised voice over
LTE should be a pioneering use case for NFV. He
highlighted how risks with such a core CSP service
are higher but so are the potential rewards as CSPs
have to invest in VoLTE anyway.
The discussion then turned to Denman and Osborne
who examined what orchestration capabilities are
needed to realize NFV’s promised benefits of service
agility and cost reduction. Ragoonanan then closed
the panel discussion and opened the floor to
questions for a lively session.
Parts 3, 4 and 5 of the VanillaPlus NFV Roundtable
series are being planned. Visit www.vanillaplus.com
for further information.
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EXPERT
OPINION

JDSU catalyst projects work
to overcome NFV and video
service deployment challenges
TM Forum Catalyst Projects are a useful way to evaluate how proposed base concepts can be
used to solve critical CSP industry challenges. Here, Ronnie Neil explains how JDSU is working
with CSPs and vendors on four projects that address NFV and video service deployment

J
The author, Ronnie Neil,
is Customer Experience
Assurance product
marketing manager for
Network and Service
Enablement at JDSU

DSU value-add test and visibility is now
enabling communications service providers
(CSPs) to optimise and differentiate
customer quality of experience (QoE) for their
mobile and wireline broadband data services.

This change is powered by three key elements:
• End-to-end visibility across entire service paths
• Faster speed to the required insight
• Scalability and low total cost of ownership
JDSU solutions are enhancing the business results of
our CSP customers with higher revenues, reduced
churn and lower costs. The telecoms world, however,
never stands still, new network technologies and
services are frequently introduced, and JDSU is
continuously evolving our test and visibility portfolio to
address these new service provider requirements.
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Network functions virtualisation (NFV)
catalyst projects
The first two current catalyst projects involving JDSU
are associated with NFV, a significant new, wireline
and wireless, network technology where network
functions are moved off dedicated hardware and onto
standard IT hardware – servers, switches and storage.
The benefits of NFV are a significant improvement to
flexibility, making services and networks more
responsive to customer needs, with an infrastructure
that is more elastic and provided at much lower costs.

L

TM Forum Catalyst Projects typically run for
approximately six months and culminate in a

demonstration at one of the TM Forum massattendance events. JDSU is currently participating in
four TM Forum Catalyst Projects, all of which will have
demonstrations at the TM Forum Live! event being
held in Nice, France, on 1-4 June 2015. The
objectives and activities associated with each of
these four projects are described below.
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vDSL, FTTx, HFC, public Wi-Fi and LTE. The next level
of market evolution is for service providers to scale
delivery of these multi-screen/ABR video services, and
in a profitable way. The objectives of the following two
catalyst projects are to demonstrate how video
service providers can significantly improve customer
retention and profitability.

Ensuring the best multi-screen
customer experience

Maximising profitability with NFV
To fully harness the benefits of NFV requires networks
that are self-configuring, able to self-determine the
optimum network configuration for the current
situation and subsequently orchestrating this defined
configuration. The mission of this catalyst project is to
demonstrate an operational environment – including
the required real-time analytics and supporting data –
where the orchestration of virtualised network
functions is performed in accordance with policies
that will optimise both business value, in terms of
minimising costs and maximising profitability, and
customer experience. The project is championed by
AT&T and NTT working in cooperation with JDSU, Aria
Networks, Microsoft and Ericsson.

Operations transformation and
simplifications enabled by virtual
customer-premises equipment (vCPE)
One of the areas being considered for early roll-out of
virtualised network functions is customer premises
equipment. The objective of this catalyst project is to
demonstrate how a virtual residential gateway
supporting triple play services can be automatically
setup, configured and managed – including
performance tested – in real-time without the need for
manual intervention or specialised equipment. Such
ability would enable service providers to massively roll
out, or reconfigure, this type of NFV capability much
quicker than is currently possible with physical
equipment. This project is championed by AT&T and
Orange working in cooperation with JDSU, Alcatel
Lucent, Cisco and Ericsson.

Video service delivery catalyst projects
The final two current catalyst projects involving JDSU
are associated with video services. Revenues from
online TV and video revenues today are huge and still
growing fast. They are estimated to be US$19.3 billion
in 2014, growing to over US$42 billion in 2020
according to a recent report from Digital TV Research.
Multi-screen/adaptive bit rate (ABR) video services
have now achieved the first level of market
introduction – technical feasibility and consumer
adoption – with such services now available over a
multitude of access networks such as copper such as

This objective of this catalyst project is to demonstrate
how multi-screen/ABR video service providers can
improve customer satisfaction and reduce operational
costs through proactive real-time analytics, correlation
of KPIs measured in end-user devices, and enhanced
quality of experience functionality across multiple
devices and platforms. The project showcases a
complete solution for optimising customer experience
and associated operational costs when delivering
premium ABR video services with demonstration of
how ABR services can be turned-up and pro-actively
monitored. Orange and Microsoft are the champions
for this project working in cooperation with JDSU,
Thomson Video Networks and Broadpeak.

Analytics Big Data Repository
This objective of this catalyst project is to demonstrate
how an innovative Analytics Big Data Repository
(ABDR) approach can be used to provide video multiscreen providers with value-add visibility and speed to
insight on video quality of experience (QoE). This
project is being championed by Orange, China Mobile
and MTS Allstream working in cooperation with JDSU
and ParStream.
Network functions virtualisation and multi-screen video
service delivery are two of the hottest trends right now
in the telecoms industry. They are, however,
technology and service trends with significant
implementation challenges to overcome in order for
them to become service provider business successes.
The four catalyst projects described above are all
targeting proof-of-concepts to help overcome some of
the critical implementation challenges associated with
these technology and service trends. Experts from
JDSU, the project champions, and other participating
companies will be present at TM Forum Live! in Nice
to discuss and demonstrate the learnings from all of
these projects.

www.jdsu.com

IN ASSOCIATION WITH JDSU
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TMF LIVE! 2015 PREVIEW

TM Forum brings together the
challenges of digital service
provision at TMF Live! 2015
With six summits, more than 100 sessions, workshops and demos, and more than 200
speakers, this year’s TMF Live! event to be held in Nice, France on 1-4 June 2015 promises to
be heavy on information. Here, VanillaPlus previews the event

O

rganisers TM Forum are focusing on
increasing the amount of content available to
delegates at this year’s event and to that end
have split the conference into six streams.
These include: Customer Centricity and
Analytics, Internet of Things, Managing NFV and SDN,
Business Innovation, Digital Operations and an
executive stream which is tailored for the c-suite.
A wide range of keynote speakers are scheduled with
many from outside the telecoms industry. The event
will feature keynote presentations from:
Klas Bendrik, the CIO of Volvo Car Group

Ulf Ewaldsson, the senior vice president and group
CTO of Ericsson
Michael Lawrey, the chairman of TM Forum
Harmeen Mehta, the CIO of Bharti Airtel
Mari Noëlle Jégo-Laveissière, the executive vice
president of innovation, marketing and technologies
of Orange
Michael Raynor, a director of Deloitte
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This Summit will explore what a customer centric
organisation looks like and how to develop a seamless
multi-channel customer experience which is secure,
data driven and ultimately encourages customer
loyalty. Key themes include how innovation will
improve customer loyalty, how to generate a crosschannel, integrated and seamless customer
experience, and practical examples of how to
measure your customers’ experience.
Featured speakers include Yuval Dvir, the strategy lead
for global operations at Google, Diane Magers, a
customer experience executive at AT&T, Ibrahim
Gedeon, the CTO of Telus, Susan Wegner, the vice
president of internet and services at T-Labs, the
research and development unit of Deutsche
Telekom, Dave Hastings, the director of product
analytics, data science and engineering at NetFlix,
Chad Wollen, the head of commercial innovation and
futures at Vodafone Group and Fredrik Johanssen,
analytics marketing manager at Spotify.

Internet of Things Summit
While the potential is limitless, the barriers to success
remain and all threaten to slow this digital revolution:
rival ecosystems, siloed technologies, cyber security,

L

Peter Sany, the president and CEO of TM Forum

Customer Centricity & Analytics Summit
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and the thorny issue of regulation. The Internet of Things Summit at
TM Forum Live! will bring together the best in the business to figure
out the answers to these common challenges.
Themes include how to choose the right business model for IoT –
understanding the impact on the business, how to identify the
challenges of building, securing, scaling and managing IoT systems
and practical examples of creating business value from IoT.
Featured speakers include Ulf Ewaldsson, the vice president and
group CTO of Ericsson, Klas Bendrik, the CIO of Volvo Car
Group, Iuanio Hierro, the CTO for the IoT industry unit at
Telefónica I+D, Christos Voudouris, the vice president of
technology and delivery, products and innovation at Deutsche
Telekom UK, Stephen Mellor, the CTO of the Industrial Internet
Consortium and Chris Bilton, the director of research and
technology at BT Group.

Managing NFV & SDN Summit
Network functions virtualisation (NFV) and software defined
networking (SDN) are much more than just another new
technology. Virtualising the network creates an opportunity to
rethink how your business innovates and operates, and reshape
your role in the digital marketplace. But what does it take to make
the predictions reality? This Summit will provide a step-by-step
guide to the impact of network virtualisation on the whole business.
Featured speakers include Gint Atkinson, the vice president of
network strategy and architecture at KVH, Chris Bilton, the director
or research and technology at BT Group, Mario Bonnet, the head
of network virtualisation at Telecom Italia Group, Bryan Kim, the
director of the core network lab at the R&D centre of SK Telecom
and Mirko Voltolini, the vice president of technology and
architecture at Colt Technology Services.

Business Innovation Summit
As digital players continue to disrupt established markets for
everything from taxis to thermostats, it’s time to rethink how you
innovate, create and deliver products in this new digital reality. The
Business Innovation Summit will explore how digital natives
approach rapid development, launch, real-time adaptation, and
how to be agile at every step of the product lifecycle, identifying
how these concepts can scale and be applied in big business.
Featured speakers include Andrew White, the chief strategy and
business development officer of Zain KSA, Vasyl Latsanych, the
CMO of MTS, Anthony Rodrigo, the CIO and chief digital service
officer of Dialog Axiata, Digby Wilson, the programme head of
OSS transformation at Optus, Khalid Al Mansouri, the CIO of
Etisalat Misr and Tony Fear, the business integration manager of
Virgin Media.

The Executive Summit
By invitation only to c-level executive, the Executive Summit
provides networking opportunities.

TM Forum Catalyst projects
Catalyst projects are rapid fire proof-of-concept projects bringing
together companies large and small to create innovative solutions
to common challenges demonstrating how this can be achieved
using key TM Forum best practices and standards ensuring
scalability, reuse and reduced costs and risk.
Catalyst projects being demonstrated at TMF Live! 2015 include:
Smart Energy: Connecting the Smart City Home to the Grid
This Catalyst project demonstrates the integration points and
digital handshakes necessary to scale and connect energy
producers, utility providers, grid operations, service providers
and vendors with customers.
Smart Cities: Fast Building Environment for Value
Generation This Catalyst project has the goal of establishing best
practices for the transformation of a normal city to a Smart City.
Using the assets already existing in Frameworx, the team is
working to produce an Agile Building Process to stimulate Smart
Cities with a fast and clear approach. As part of the project, the
Catalyst will also deliver a definition of an enablement platform,
describing the components necessary to have a replicable and
plug and play ecosystem for IoT solutions.
Shared Data Hub Enabling New Banking & Telecoms
Services This Catalyst project is looking to improve commerce and
mobile banking reliability and security via shared IT infrastructure
and architecture between banks and the telecoms services.
Dynamic Pricing Solutions for Data Centre Digital Services
The value of NFV/SDN is all about the ability to fully automate the
creation, network and system functions. This Catalyst shows how
the use of a catalogue driven approach shifts customer demand
and price based on the utilisation in a given NFV/SDN data centre.
Digital Health This Catalyst focuses on the use case of loneliness
as it impacts senior citizens’ quality of life. It demonstrates enabling
Care@Home across the entire patient journey, including application
downloads, device monitoring, data readings, on-site nurse visits
and appointment scheduling.

Featured speakers include Yuval Dvir, the strategy lead for global
operations at Google, Khalid Al Mansouri, the CIO of Etisalat
Misr, Grace Boswood, the COO of the technology division of the
BBC, Eric Troup, the CTO for worldwide communications and

Maximising Profitability with NFV Orchestration This Catalyst
demonstrates how to instantiate, monitor and scale virtualised
network functions (VNF) based on technical parameters and
business metrics.

L

Being agile in today’s fast and constantly evolving marketplace is
no longer a bonus; it’s a vital necessity. The Digital Operations
Summit at TM Forum Live! explores the changing roles and skills
needed to embed agility, focusing on the new expectations of
operations and IT: providing the platform for innovation and growth.

Enabling the Smart City Digital Ecosystem This Catalyst
focuses on the Smart City use case of MK:Smart (Milton Keynes in
the UK) and addresses how to commercially enable the ecosystem
of information providers, application developers, service providers,
end users, and machine-to-machine interfaces. It demonstrate the
data hub as a key enabler, with live use cases such as transport,
water, energy and waste disposal, leveraging streamed data from
prototype sensor networks in Milton Keynes and further data and
services from ecosystem partners.

Digital Operations Summit
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media industries at Microsoft and Kayo Ito, the head of operations
strategy and planning at NTT.
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Multi-Cloud SDN-NFV Service Orchestration This
Catalyst demonstrates how to reduce the time and
cost of delivering complex multi-cloud services and
handle lifecycle management for underlying virtualised
infrastructures.
Zero Touch Network-as-a-Service: Agile,
Assured and Orchestrated with NFV From selfcare ordering to service configuration and
management, this Catalyst demonstrates the full zerotouch lifecycle of how to orchestrate and assure NaaS
across a hybrid network with vCPE functions.
Inspired by the MEF’s Third Network vision, it provides
an end-to-end design blueprint for offering agile,
assured and orchestrated NaaS over an SDN/NFV
enabled infrastructure.
Operations Transformation and Simplifications
Enabled by vCPE This Catalyst demonstrates
automated setup, configuration and management of
white-box customer premise equipment to support
triple play services without the need for manual
intervention or specialised equipment. The Catalyst
provides insights on how to massively roll out this type
of NFV capability.
Security Functions in NFV This Catalyst
demonstrates the impact and value of dynamic
security orchestration in an NFV environment. It also
examines how to better understand the requirements
of managing and offering security in NFV closely
referencing the ETSI problem statement.
Recover First, Resolve Next: Closed-Loop
Control for Managing Hybrid Networks This
Catalyst project will demonstrate the move towards
closed loop control of hybrid networks. It will bring out
challenges and demonstrate potential solutions
relevant for CSPs operating hybrid mobile networks –
like automated fault recovery and SLA driven closed
loop control to remediate service performance issues.
Dynamic APIs for the Connected Carrier This
Catalyst will show that TM Forum Open Digital APIs
can be used to integrate with an NFV MANO
Orchestration for Domain Orchestration and leveraged
to support diverse marketplaces where products are
routinely composed of partner components. This
Catalyst merges two award-winning Catalysts, Dgit’s
Agile Markets and EnterpriseWeb’s CloudNFV, to
demonstrate an end-to-end solution in a Multi-vendor,
Multi-technology, Multi-Domain environment. It will show
how dynamic APIs mediate connections between
diverse systems – a B2B exchange (Dgit), BSS
systems (Comverse), orchestration (EnterpriseWeb),
monitoring (Qosmos) – for a seamless experience for
the complete service lifecycle.

churn/revenue risk conditions to automate core and
RAN optimisation.
Big Data Driven OSS This Catalyst demonstrates
how big data technologies and open software
principles can be used to tie service orchestration and
assurance together with the right service-aware
models and service orchestration/assurance
interaction. The Catalyst shows a potential 20%
saving of redundant capacity by allowing better
workload placement through a feedback loop.

The Security Functions
Catalyst demonstrates
the impact and value
of dynamic security
orchestration in an
NFV environment

Service Network Transformation based on NFV
This Catalyst project aims to transform the traditional
closed service network to an open and efficient service
network. This efficient service network based on NFV
architecture, will allow CSP to quickly build added service
on NFV and OpenStack based cloud infrastructure
and move legacy systems to the cloud infrastructure
while offering the multi-vendor managed service.
Ensuring the Best Multi-Screen Customer
Experience This Catalyst helps providers improve
customer retention and reduce operational costs
through proactive real-time analytics, correlation of
KPIs measured in end-user devices and enhanced
quality of experience functionality across multiple
devices and platforms.
Analytics Big Data Repository This Catalyst
demonstrates an innovative Analytics Big Data
Repository (ABDR). This is designed to help digital
and communications service providers improve
customer experience and achieve business growth by
avoiding data replication, saving in ETL and hardware
costs and enabling faster implementation of new big
data analytics use-cases.
Pulse – Creating and Building a Deeper
Connection with the Small/Medium Business
Customer This Catalyst demonstrates and explores
creative ways to deepen the understanding of customer
relationships with service providers. By driving deeper
engagement, this catalyst will increase sentiment
measurements, provide 360 degree views and a better
understanding of the entire customer journey.

www.tmforumlive.org

Closing the Loop - Next Phase This Catalyst
demonstrates a practical implementation of closed
loop functionality used to heal and optimise
converged networks running on both traditional and
virtualised infrastructures. It uses a variety of network
and service KPIs to detect inefficiencies and
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Upcoming events

IMS World Forum
19-20 May 2015

LTE World Summit
23-25 June, 2015

Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Organiser: Informa
worldforum.imsvision.com

Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Organiser: Informa
lteworldsummit.com

Network Virtualization
and SDN World
26-28 May 2015

5G World Summit
24-25 June, 2015

London, UK
Organiser: Informa
sdnworldevent.com

Super Mobility Week
9-11 September, 2015
Las Vegas, USA
Organiser: CTIA
www.ctiasupermobility2015.com

Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Organiser: Informa
5gworldsummit.com

TM Forum Live!
1-4 June, 2015

Cloud World Forum
24-25 June, 2015

Nice, France
Organiser: TM Forum
www.tmforumlive.org

London, UK
Organiser: Informa
cloudwf.com
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A Deep Understanding of M2M and IoT.
When given an opportunity to take your place
±ĵŅĹčƋĘåŞåŅŞĬå±ĹÚƋåÏĘĹŅĬŅčƼƋĘ±Ƌ±ųåųåÚåĀĹĜĹč
“smart,” there’s no time for testing the water.
%ĜƴåĜĹĘå±ÚĀųŸƋ±ƋFeƚŞåųaŅÆĜĬĜƋƼƖǈŎĂţ
From the hardware, software and services that form the
infrastructure of the IoT, down to the end-user applications
that are changing the way we live, work and play, this is where
you’ll immerse yourself in the industry’s newest and biggest
breakthroughs.
BåųåØ±ƋƋĘåeĵåųĜÏ±ŸűĬ±ųčåŸƋØĵŅŸƋĜĹāƚåĹƋĜ±ĬüŅųƚĵŅĹĵŅÆĜĬå
ĜĹĹŅƴ±ƋĜŅĹØƼŅƚűĬĬĹŅƋŅĹĬƼƋ±ĩå±Úƴ±ĹƋ±čåŅüƋ±ųčåƋåÚÆåĹåĀƋŸ
like the Mobile Innovation Conference, Connected Life Stage
and M2M Zone; you’ll also meet face-to-face with like-minded
professionals who can help you take the next giant leap forward.
In the process, you’ll reach an important conclusion: when it
ÏŅĵåŸƋŅĀĹÚĜĹčĹåƵƵ±ƼŸƋŅĜĹĹŅƴ±Ƌåó±ĹÚŞųŅĀƋóÆåĜĹčĜĹ
over your head is a beautiful thing.

In partnership with

REGISTER TODAY @ www.CTIASuperMobility2015.com

CLOCKING OFF!

Network planning is three
sheets to the wind
Nick Booth wonders what’s so bad about spreadsheets anyway?
The author,
Nick Booth,
is a contributor to
VanillaPlus and a
technology journalist

I

While researching the issue of network
planning, we were told some worrying
news. Some communications service
providers (CSPs) still use spreadsheets to
project manage their capacity changes.

Recently, I’ve heard the same dire warning
about IT operation managers, who have been
using Excel when working out how to schedule
all their IT jobs. One bank, according to
another scare story, was found to be using
spreadsheets to manage the settings for the
firewalls between all the hundreds of servers
that were multiplying under the new
virtualisation regime.

Secondly, the sponsors of all these studies are
invariably companies who sell management
systems, so it’s no wonder they want to
disrupt the status quo.

All these situations were reported as if they
were passages from the Book of Revelations.
Spreadsheets are routinely cast as the devils
own business systems. Too cheap and too
easy. Presumably, when the devil walks among
us, he will create a file with 666 rows.

Which brings us on to the most pertinent
question. If spreadsheets are so terrible, how
come everyone likes using them? Most
companies have already paid through the nose
to give everyone in the company a licensed
copy of Microsoft Excel. So they might as well
get some use out of it. The fact that everyone
wants to use this system has two other
important benefits. There will be no training bill
and you won’t have to wait six months until
you can get started. Unlike a new IT system,
which never comes in on time or under budget
and they are usually about as intuitive to use
as the Hadron Colllider.

Then another report came out, this time from
YouGov, warning that spreadsheet calculations
still represent up to £38bn of British private
sector investment decisions per year.
Sometimes, the report warned, inaccurate
information is put into those spreadsheets.
Projecting from this, there was a report in a
newspaper warning that these spreadsheet
errors will be the cause of the next financial crisis.

Spreadsheets then, are a good starting point. If
only we could tailor them to be more
productive, and iron out some of the faults and
the bottlenecks, they’d do exactly what you
want them to do. Isn’t that how IT is supposed
to be installed? The best systems take an
existing process and work around it. The worst
system vendors are the ones who expect the
customer to work around them.

With almost choreographed panic, yet another
report emerged. An outfit called F1F9 released
a sensational white paper, called Capitalism’s
Dirty Secret, which warns that billions of
pounds are at risk from financial errors arising
from incorrect figures typed into spreadsheets.

There is some good news at last. A number of
vendors have emerged who have created
ways to turbo charge spreadsheets and
surpass all their limitations. Broadwalk Tech,
and two start ups, Vena Solutions and
Synapse, all claim to have built on the
foundations of the spreadsheet and layer on all
the sophistication and robustness one would
expect of a management system.

By the time I was beginning to feel a bit sorry
for the classic accounting tool. Whenever
everyone gangs up on one person, or thing,
you can’t help feeling sorry for them and
questioning the rule of the mob.
The first doubt that comes to mind is: what’s
so bad about spreadsheets anyway? How
come they are being blamed for human error?
Surely, if people type the wrong information
into a cell, then they can do the same with a

60

network planning system. Neither does the
simple spreadsheet make anyone take up fraud.

“The idea is to give user the best of both
worlds,” says Synapse founder Brian Donnelly.
The ease of use of a popular package with the
robustness and sophistication of a database.
So if you visit a CSP network planner and
notice that they seem to be working on a
spreadsheet, don’t be alarmed. They could be
ahead of the game.
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Leveraging next-generation
and virtual networks
EXPECTATIONS ON CSP SPENDING ON SOFTWARE, HARDWARE,
AND SERVICES FOR CLOUD COMPUTING, NFV AND SDN

3000
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“

Delivering services in a more mobile,
social and connected world requires
networks that are more flexible, reliable,
affordable and intelligent than is possible
using traditional approaches.

”

• A radical shift in networking approaches and architecture is
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• Analysys Mason’s research indicates that CSPs and vendors
are at the very start of a decade-long market journey to
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Cloud computing
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NFV
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SDN

319

3001

20112
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rebuild networks and leverage them to support more
individualised, on-demand, communications-based digital
economy services.

SOFTWARE-CONTROLLED NETWORKING SPENDING BY MARKET SEGMENT,
WORLDWIDE, 2013, 2018 AND 2023 [SOURCE: ANALYSYS MASON, 2015]

DRIVERS FOR SPENDING

Enterprise IT and data
centre virtualisation:
cloud computing

Increasing commercial
deployments of NFV
policy control, ISP
and IMS core

NFV product
development of policy
control, ISP, IMS, EPC
and eNodeB

2013

2014

More trials of NFV:
policy control, ISP
and IMS core

2015

2016

Increasing commercial
NFV and CSP SDN
deployments in mobile:
EPC, Gi interface,
eNodeB and IP RAN

2017

Cloud computing and NFV
become more mainstream
CSP SDN gains maturity
Demand grows for NG-OSSs
spanning physical/virtual
and IT/telecoms

2019

2020
Increased transformation
to next-generation
virtualised networks
(cloud, NFV and CSP
SDN) begins

Increase in the
number of CSP SDN
trials in mobile and
transport networks

Decreasing rate of spending in cloud computing (data centre)
Increasing rate of spending in NFV
Increasing rate of spending in CSP SDN
SOFTWARE-CONTROLLED NETWORK SPENDING TIMELINE [SOURCE: ANALYSYS MASON, 2015]

Analysys Mason’s deep understanding of telecom software puts it at the forefront of network virtualisation
http://www.analysysmason.com/Trending-Topics/Next-generation-virtual-networks/

GLOBAL TELECOMS SPECIALIST ADVISERS ON TELECOMS, MEDIA AND TECHNOLOGY

analysysmason.com
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Introduction
The old saying that one minute spent planning is worth five in the battle is never truer than in network roll-out but
the advantages don’t stop at planning. The technological shift the telecoms industry is going through today with the
arrival of LTE and virtualisation and the emergence of small cells and advanced wireless and wireline technologies
means planning is not only more complex but also more vital to the future success and survival of CSPs

T

he planning challenge isn’t just about ensuring capacity and
coverage for future generations. It involves understanding
how usage habits are changing, what new applications
might upset the current balance and taking into account an
expected, massive uptick in upload traffic. Future network
traffic will be more symmetrical between upload and
download and that’s a further issue for planners to add into their
calculations. Fortunately new technology in the form of big data
analytics and artificial intelligence is being brought to bear in planning.
This will enable planners to model traffic volumes with far greater
accuracy and ultimately enable CSPs to be more efficient by having
the right capacity available at the right time.

continually optimise their networks for maximised utilisation and
ultimately profitability. Network capacity that is deployed but unused is
dead money and CSPs can ill-afford to have money invested that is
not generating a return. A cent saved here, is a cent that is available to
invest in additional capacity.

Planning is only part of what CSPs can do to position themselves to
support customers well and run their operations effectively. They must

George Malim, editor, VanillaPlus

Planning and optimisation remain separate disciplines but with similar
goals. As the new technologies mentioned above, come together with
new services and new customer demands, they will increasingly
become two sides of the same coin.
Enjoy this VanillaPlus supplement!
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CSPs can reduce capital investment,
optimise capacity utilisation and
achieve huge expenditure savings
with network analytics
Capex optimisation is a term that has featured in every major communication service provider’s
(CSP) financial reports in recent years and while it may seem like a proactive buzzword to use
in the annual shareholders letter, there are genuine large-scale initiatives currently taking
place within the CSPs to streamline capex spending. At the core of these initiatives are
generally an internal management team engaging with their network equipment manufacturers,
their key OSS/BSS vendors and potentially a systems integrator or consultant partner

T

he lean years of global economic downturn, falling
ARPUs, falling EBITDA and increased competition
from outside the industry has forced all CSPs to
seriously address the way they deliver their
services, dramatically reducing costs, increasing
operational efficiency and maximising margins while
simultaneously dealing with the drive towards
deploying next generation network technologies and
services. Analysys Mason research shows that capex
spending in the top 125 CSPs worldwide has fallen
consistently over the last four years; in 2014 capex
totalled US$320 billion, or 16% of revenue.
Dean Ramsay, a senior analyst at Analysys Mason
spoke to Ashwin Chalapathy the global head of
Portfolio Management, Managed Services &
Consulting of OSS/BSS vendor Subex, about the key
actions he sees reducing inefficiencies in capex
spending within CSPs and what Subex is currently
doing with its customers to maximise the benefits of
these initiatives.
Dean Ramsay: All major CSPs encounter
challenges maximising the benefit they derive
from capital expenditure in the network and
elsewhere in the field, often as a result of suboptimal planning in the purchasing phase. What
do you see as the key inefficiencies in capital
investments decision making within CSPs?
Ashwin Chalapathy: Subex sees three main
challenges faced by CSPs undergoing a
transformative initiative to optimise capex spending:

C4

The second inefficiency we have seen in our research
is a disconnection of motivations from the different
buying centres within a CSP, chiefly the alignment gap
between the CTO and CFO. The CTO’s key drivers are
to authorise capital expenditure in the network based on
technological improvements, maintenance requirement
and the ongoing expansion of network capacity. The
CFO’s office is focused primarily on tackling eroding
margins and preservation of capital, and the ability to
free up liquid cash. Finance departments typically rely
on Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software and
techniques along with other supply chain, logistics or
asset management applications to obtain metrics
about the number, status and location of assets, which
is a different view to that of the OSS. Capex management
in modern CSPs requires an improvement of the linkage
between these two driving forces in the company.
CSPs’ CFOs and CTOs should work together to
achieve best return on network investment.
The third key inefficiency that we see in the
assessment of capex allocation comes from a driver
perspective, where the vast majority of capex
spending is automatically passed through purchase
controls in an attempt to stay marginally ahead of
capacity rather than from a strategic plan from the
business. This kind of spending lacks a holistic
approach, which leads to much lower levels of
efficiency for the CSP as a whole and ultimately
affects CTO and CFO budgets.
DR: With these fundamental problems in both
business process and information management
it is easy to see that capex spending activities in
CSPs is not currently optimised. What is Subex
doing to address these challenges, with the

L

The first key investment challenge facing CSPs with
multiple large networks is that separate OSS/BSS
systems are used to manage and support different
types and ages of network technology with no single
system accounting for all of the company’s assets. In
global CSPs with a track record of M&A, this situation
is amplified greatly as a large number of legacy
systems continue to function in the country-specific
operating companies due to the costs and time
impacts involved with large scale data migration. The
problem has been compared to changing the engines

on a jet airliner while it is in flight. In addition to this,
inventory for outside plant has traditionally been
handled by a manual data entry system which models
assets from physical data centre infrastructure to cell
tower hardware to satellites modelled in an offline
system. The only way to ensure data quality on these
systems is to perform physical audits, which again can
prove to be a costly exercise.
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development of the ROC Asset Assurance solution and with partner and standards
work elsewhere in the industry?
AC: The Subex solution is a network analytics based software platform which is designed to
drive actions and changes in critical business processes that relate directly to capex. The
solution is comprised of three key pieces; the discovery and reconciliation element, the asset
assurance element and the capacity management. Together these products form the Network
Analytics solution suite which addresses capex issues of CSPs and helps in substantial capex
reduction.

Ashwin Chalapathy:
The procurement
process is a classic
example of a large
opportunity for capex
optimisation

While CSPs possess a network installation strategy, which should be focused on the
selection of correct and appropriate network elements, capex optimisation is often
achieved by striking the right balance between utilisation of existing infrastructure and
new procurement activities. Data points such as returns derived from a network asset,
average maintenance costs, utilisation levels of the equipment and spares management
all need to be taken into account to correctly establish the capex cost over the lifetime
of the element in question.
The procurement process is a classic example of a large opportunity for capex
optimisation – having a robust procurement framework drives efficiency and cost
reductions. An efficient procurement process – with a centralised procurement team,
process transparency, prudent contract management and good co-ordination among
relevant departments – can on its own result in a reduction in equipment procurement
cost of more than 10%. The insight data flowing into this team however must be valid,
consistent and holistic to begin with.
Subex’s approach in the first instance – along with other software vendors, the TM Forum and
global CSP Econet – was to form the Asset Management Project Group, a joint venture to bring
standards into the network capex and network optimisation practices within CSPs globally. The
Asset Management Group has been established for TM Forum members to collaborate
in defining guidelines to set network asset policies, track assets and manage the
overall corporate balance sheet. The group participates in the Catalyst
projects at TM Forum events to promote a single standards set in the
industry. TM Forum and Subex as project lead remain committed to
helping CSPs develop new approaches to achieve maximum efficiency
and optimisation of their business processes and success in capex
management through the TMF Asset Management group.
DR: How do you see better asset management resulting in
capex spending efficiencies for the business as a whole?
AC: Subex’s proof of concept testing has proven that using a holistic
approach to the asset lifecycle covering both ERP and OSS domains
increases efficiencies in asset management. The direct knock on
effect of improved asset management is improved capital
management practices in all phases of the business. So from the
CSP’s perspective, asset management can have a real impact on the
financial health of the business in a relatively short timeframe just by
re-aligning the communication gap between the two business groups
within the CSP and ending long held and wasteful capex spending
habits. Due to exponential growth of mobile and business data and the
advent of IP and differentiated services, capacity planning problems
have multiplied several fold.
Addressing the second of our capex inefficiency problems, Subex
has sought to make the solution relevant to both the CTO and CFO
of the organisation, unifying their global view, with a higher level of
data quality than was previously available.

L

Key benefits for operations include:
• Optimal utilisation of capex and opex spend on network assets
• Better visibility into disposition of assets and ongoing/
on-demand FAR and OSS data integrity
• Smooth audit and regulatory compliance for assets
• Accurate asset depreciation and write-off, free cash
flow generation

IN ASSOCIATION WITH SUBEX
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AC: As virtualised network elements and functions
are implemented in the industry, we will enter a hybrid
phase in which the key is a single OSS system that
can locate both the physical network elements and
the virtualised network elements. The two
environments share many challenges but the
virtualised environment will also introduce some new
problems, so a single OSS system is important for
several reasons:
• In auto-discovering the whole of the network, both
physical and virtual environments, identifying the
older legacy equipment with high associated opex
costs – such as power, spares and maintenance
contracts – will be much easier. Having the right
information to make decisions on swapping out
legacy kit for either new IP boxes or virtual
elements is key to optimising the consequent
capex spend. Through advanced analytics and
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Figure 1: CSPs’ capex spending by region, 2014
(US$ millions) [Source: Analysys Mason, 2015]
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DR: So there is clearly a large addressable market
for capex optimisation products currently, but
what about the next decade? How is Subex
preparing its solutions to help CSPs with capex
investment decisions as they begin to run hybrid
networks of traditional network elements and
virtualised boxes using NFV and SDN?

Analysys Mason research shows that CSPs spent
US$320 billion in capex in 2014 worldwide.

Developed Asia
Pacific

From the current deployments, Subex estimates
savings in the following areas:
• Procurement and decommissioning assurance
– 15-20%
• Asset tracking and management – 15-20%
• Financial reporting and accounting improvements
– 25-30%
• Operational efficiency – 10-20%
• Network reconciliation – 35-50%
• Percentage reduction of under-utilised assets
– 5-10%
• Improvement in inventory turns – 5-10%
• Optimised spares levels – 10-15%
• Percentage saved from reduced manual audits
– 40-60%
• Percentage of improvement in operational
efficiency 20-30%
• Resultant associated opex savings – 10-20%

Analysys Mason research shows that while CSPs in
developed markets are by far the greatest capex
investors in dollar terms, the emerging markets are
spending the most on capex as a percentage of their
revenues. While LTE deployments in the developed
market are 90% complete, CSPs are now heavily
focused on taking costs out of their networks. As
such there is an ever-growing worldwide market for
software solutions that address the cost reduction
challenge.

Developed Asia
Pacific

AC: Yes, the Subex Network Analytics solution
deployed at a Tier 1 CSP in North America to reduce
capital investment and optimise network capacity
utilisation, achieved capex savings worth more than
US$100 million and counting through automated
discovery process and identification and recovery of
plugged-in assets for network size of over 300,000
network elements. The programme reported ROI
measurements of more than 700% through network
asset recovery.

The global market for capex optimisation

Central and Eastern
Europe

DR: I understand the ROC Asset Assurance
solution is now deployed at several major North
American and global CSPs, with measured
capex savings totalling hundreds of millions of
dollars. From the data returned from these
deployments and during partner testing and
proof of concept trials, has Subex had any
quantified potential savings available to CSPs
using the solution?

Central and Eastern
Europe

A N A LY S T

Figure 2: CSPs’ capex spending as a percentage
of revenue by region, 2014 (US$ millions)
[Source: Analysys Mason, 2015]

decoding patterns in the network, Subex
can provide decision points for such migration.
• Tracking virtual nodes as an asset allows very
efficient network planning and optimisation,
switching off unused virtual assets where possible
to maximise network resources. As network assets
are going to be in a virtualised environment,
tracking them will also be important to ensure that
computing resources are not being wasted.
• Software licence tracking in a virtual environment
becomes a more complex operation than in the
legacy environment. In addition to physical assets
discovery, it will become imperative to track
licensing parameters like where are the licenses
being used, utilisation of licenses and validity of
licenses which will be enabled through Subex
Network Analytics.
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Matt Goldberg:
Companies should gather
all the data they can to
achieve optimisation

Mark Davis: Optimisation
addresses the capacity gap,
providing incremental benefits

Vincent Soler Ruiz: Network
optimisation still has and will
continue to have an
important role
to play

Steve Bowker: Geolocation, multitechnology, multi-vendor, multidomain processing in real-time
and a flexible architecture
are vital

Network
optimisation
helps CSPs
stave off the
capacity crunch
Data growth and expected M2M traffic means that CSPs are doomed to run out of capacity eventually – unless they
build more. However, there remains a lot to be achieved through effective network optimisation, writes Jonny Evans

C

ommunications service providers (CSPs) have great
expectations that network optimisation will help them
cut costs and boost agility, they know customers need
more than connectivity, they demand speed, security
and reliability, particularly for cloud services.

“Optimisation addresses the gap, providing incremental benefit
regardless of the infrastructure or technology deployed,” says Mark
Davis, the senior director of product marketing at Citrix.

John Brooks, the vice president of product management at Subex
agrees: “A mature programme in optimisation will inform the CSP,
in near real-time, where capacity is at risk, when capacity will be at
risk, where capacity re-groom and re-home opportunities exist, and

L

And optimisation is catching the attention of enterprises and CSPs

alike. “I’m having more and more conversations with heads of IT
who are scratching their heads because they want to ensure fully
optimised network performance and data security across their
business, but don’t want to get in the way of user’s enthusiasm for
cloud-based services,” says Dominic List, the chairman of
Aurora365.

continued on C10
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End-to-end network visibility
is key to VoLTE success
When it comes to implementing VoLTE, it’s a game of achieving certainty and reliability from
uncertain and often unreliable parts – and that’s just the beginning. Mark Slinger explains how
CSPs are overcoming complexities in the implementation and long term management of VoLTE

C8

T

together. Voice service quality over an IP bearer is
much more susceptible to problems and delays on the
network, and it’s essential that CSPs are able to
identify the root cause of performance degradation in
real-time. It’s just one of many reasons CSPs are
looking for high quality end-to-end solutions to
facilitate and manage VoLTE.

However, communications service providers (CSPs)
are finding that rollouts are, in a real setting much
harder than lab trials, with voice (over IP) quality
susceptible to service performance degradation as
different vendors and multiple technologies come

The method is in the management
Although VoLTE has been a hot topic within the
telecoms industry, roll-outs have not been as rapid as
expected. This is due to a number of reasons,
including previously immature technology, insufficient

L

The author, Mark
Slinger, is head of
product at SysMech

here is no denying that VoLTE will offer new
possibilities for high-definition, high-capacity
communications and open the door to new
revenue streams through combined
offerings of rich communication services like
video voicemail and instant messaging alongside
voice.
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network coverage, lack of VoLTE supporting handsets
and the complexities associated with the
management of VoLTE. Putting the network
components in place, launching VoLTE enabled
devices and packaging up the offering can actually
seem quite simple in comparison to the reality of
managing the service on a day-to-day basis. In our
experience whilst developing the Zen Unified Service
Assurance software, we have found this to be one of
the largest unforeseen stumbling blocks seen by
CSPs when it comes to giving VoLTE the green light.
Traditionally, operational departments across the
network have worked in silos, using separate software
solutions to manage the radio network, transmission,
core and application services. With VoLTE this
approach is no longer acceptable, as it does not
provide the complete view of the network that is so
desperately needed. This is causing delays in VoLTE
rollouts for numerous operators across the globe;
although the foundations have been laid, if they can’t
see the service performance then it will be difficult to
launch with any confidence. And with expectations
already being set for HD voice quality, a premature
launch could be detrimental to customer experience.
An end-to-end solution overcomes this major hurdle
by providing the complete visibility needed, whilst also
allowing CSPs to plug in new technologies and
vendors as and when available. This gives CSPs realtime visibility of the network, as well as facilitating the
cross-departmental management of VoLTE by
providing network operations, network optimisation
and customer care with access to the same data, in
real-time.

The long-term implications
End-to-end visibility is not only important with regards
to initial roll-out, but it is also a long-term implication
for VoLTE: As the service expands, new equipment
components will be added across the network and
annual upgrades are likely to be seen for all
technologies. The VoLTE management system must
be rapid to respond to this, adapting to upgrades in a
matter of hours rather than weeks, giving operational
teams everything they need to manage the network
and service in real-time.
And of course in an ideal world, LTE coverage would
spread wide enough to enable VoLTE-to-VoLTE calls
entirely through LTE technology from the off. However
in reality, LTE rollouts are still expanding, so fallback to
3G and 2G, and hence the circuit switched voice
service, is inevitable for the foreseeable future. The
complex service path through multiple technologies,
including LTE, UMTS and GSM requires
comprehensive management. And of course to add to
this, CSPs also need visibility of the end-to-end
service path through every single element of the
network, regardless of the technology, because any
one of these could be causing degradation to the
voice over IP quality of service.

Real-time customer experience management

ACRONYM BUSTER:

CSPs need to be able to deal with at least eNodeB,
PGW, SGW, MME, PCRF, CSCF, HSS, and IMS (see
Acronym Buster) data sources. They need to be able
to correlate and understand the customer impact of
each element in near real-time, in a highly complex
environment.

eNodeB – Evolved Node B

To achieve this level of network intelligence, an endto-end service assurance application is essential. This
type of application allows operators to continuously
collect data from an infinite number of network
equipment types and vendors, and visualise it in one
unified system. With one customer we have seen
more than 30 different equipment types covering
RAN, transmission, core and the IMS. An end-to-end
system allows CSPs to visualise the service as a
whole and to identify what elements are
underperforming, where an error has occurred and its
impact on traffic, dropped connections and inevitably,
the customer experience.

PCRF – Policy and Charging
Rules Function

PGW – Packet data network
Gateway
SGW – Serving Gateway
MME – Mobility Management
Gateway

CSCF – Call Session Control
Function
HSS – Home Subscriber Server
IMS – IP Multimedia System

Intelligent automation
Another reason why having end-to-end service
capability is so important to VoLTE success is that it
allows mobile network operators to introduce more
intelligent automation into their network management.
As budgets tighten and expectations heighten, it is
essential CSPs find ways to improve productivity,
without increasing headcount. CSPs already handle
many hundreds of thousands of network alarms, data
breaches and KPIs on a daily basis and VoLTE will
dramatically increase this number. With the amount of
information coming from VoLTE, CSPs need assistance
to make the correct decisions when trying to understand
the root cause of an issue. When network and service
performance faults occur, there is a tendency for
many different types of connected elements to issue a
multitude of alarms. This exacerbates the problem,
making it even more difficult for the CSP to identify the
real underlying cause. An intelligent end-to-end
solution will allow users to identify the real root cause
from the mass of surrounding noise.
It is clear to see that VoLTE rollouts are not as easy as
simply turning on a switch, and that they are
accompanied by a whole host of obstacles and
challenges that must be overcome. In an industry that
is becoming more and more competitive, with less
investment across the board, intelligent solutions must
be used to ensure the success of VoLTE. An end-toend service assurance solution should be at the top of
the list for operators that truly want to reap the
benefits of VoLTE. SysMech’s Zen Unified Service
Assurance software provides network operators with
an end-to-end view of the entire network, service and
customer impact, and offers advanced functionality
for root cause analysis, analytics and intelligent
automation with network feedback loops, proving
priceless to operators currently managing complex
multi-technology networks that need to support next
generation services.

www.sysmech.co.uk

IN ASSOCIATION WITH SYSMECH
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continued from C7

even provide analytics to planning to help
appropriately budget for the right assets in the right
places at the right time.”
With CSPs challenged by data traffic growth of 50%,
according to Citrix, it’s clear they need not only to add
new capacity but to maximise utilisation of capacity
that already exists. “High performance and resiliency
are key to ensuring happy customers and increased
profitability,” says Ivor King, the senior network
engineering manager at Colt. “As a CSP you need to
be constantly analysing your network data to get the
best performance out of the network infrastructure.”
In addition to the growth in standard data traffic the
looming wave of M2M uptake poses fresh challenges
and “could have a dramatic impact on how and when
we perform network optimisation. Only then will we
start to see self-optimising networks truly take
control,” notes Kevin Challen, the business
development manager of Cyient.
Citrix sees this as “optimisation of the mobile data
network to ensure the best subscriber experience of
mobile data services while improving the network’s
efficiency in delivering those services,” Davis adds.
“There is no single best practice as different CSPs
have different technical and business objectives.”
After all, while some CSPs want to deliver better user
experiences others make a conscious trade-off
between image quality and data volume.
The complexity of addressing such varied objectives
including device, traffic and logical service layer
consumption, “has led to an entirely new domain of
asset management, which has lifted network
optimisation and utilisation to an entirely new level of
efficiency,” adds Brooks.
King warns that: “Every CSP needs to ensure their
networks are fully optimised so they are not missing
out on opportunities, but at the same they must bear
in mind the costs associated with the process.” After
all, optimisation costs may in some cases outweigh
the potential revenue gains it creates.
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• Multi-technology, multi-vendor, multi-domain
processing to provide accurate customer
experience insights.
• Real-time processing capabilities and a highly
scalable architecture to process massive volumes
of data.
• Flexible architecture to support new approaches
and emerging methods such as network functions
virtualisation (NFV).
Matt Goldberg, the vice president of strategic
solutions at SevOne urges that companies gather all
the data they can, from performance metrics to traffic
flows across public and private infrastructures to
provide actionable, real-time insights. “This is done by
creating daily baselines against billions of performance
metrics, for all service components – hardware and
software – to troubleshoot outages, forecast future
needs and optimise current network performance.”
Making use of all available data “down to the
subscriber and device level” provides “a much richer
view of network performance and let them optimise
the network where it is most needed,” says Petrit
Nahi, the vice president of product management at
Newfield Wireless.
Of course, the sheer quantity of this data makes it
“difficult to identify real network performance issues
against the background noise,” warns Mark Slinger,
the head of product at Sysmech. Intelligent analysis
and automation – big data analytics – may help CSPs
quickly identify high priority network performance
issues for “rapid resolution and maximised utilisation
of resources,” he says. Of course, the network itself
remains the ultimate fence – no matter how much
optimisation CSPs apply they will probably run out of
capacity eventually, unless they build more.
“There will be a limit to optimisation, but this is a long
way off for most CSPs,” says Slinger.

The good news is that an array of optimisation
techniques exist, for example: video caching,
bandwidth shaping and image compression;
transcoding, download and streaming policy controls
and more.

The challenge of managing complex multi-technology
and multi-vendor network environments is further
complicated by the need to manage numerous sites
and multiple cell sizes, including macro, pico, metro,
residential and enterprise femto. “To this [complexity]
we have to add changing customer behaviours and
the introduction of new technologies, devices and
applications. So, network optimisation still has and will
continue to have an important role to play,” says Vicent
Soler Ruiz, the executive vice president for Astellia Spain.

Stephen Bowker, the vice president of technology and
strategy for TEOCO regards the following as the most
helpful tools for network optimisation.
• Geolocation to tune and optimise coverage and
capacity where required.

Automated systems may facilitate better navigation of
such complexity. “Intelligent automation is still in its
early stages, and has huge potential across network
operations, network optimisation and customer care,”
says Slinger.
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CSPs turn to artificial intelligence apps
to enable them to do more with less
Network optimisation is now more important than ever before but applying artificial intelligence to the challenge
offers network operators and users the opportunity to perform fast analysis to achieve optimal routing, traffic
modelling, failure analysis and network utilisation

A

s communications service providers (CSPs)
and enterprises continue to deal with the
massive uptake in network utilisation caused
by users’ appetites for data and more
bandwidth intensive services, such as video,
both are struggling to find ways to optimise their
networks and make significant cost savings.
“We’re in a situation where revenues are declining and
traffic is increasing across all networks regardless of
whether their CSP networks, data centre networks,
wide area networks or internet networks,” confirms
Steve Newton, the chief executive of Aria Networks,
which has developed a portfolio of applications that
use artificial intelligence to solve the problem of
optimising networks. “That divergence between traffic
and revenue is what is driving usage of our
technology. The return on [network] assets is now less
than the cost of money so they really do need to do
more with less.”
Newton highlights that this is not just an issue facing
CSPs. If companies such as Facebook, which is an
Aria Networks customer, is planning to launch new
services it needs to know what network equipment it
needs to buy to deliver those services. “We’ve
enabled them to optimise their IP and optical
technologies and, as a result, make significant
savings,” says Newton. “The other thing companies of
this type want us to do is enable them to know what
to do to optimise their service delivery in the event of a
failure. We enable companies to optimise their usage
of the internet and their costs.” Apple is another
significant over-the-top service provider automating
this by deploying Aria Networks applications
Newton is keen to point out that Aria Networks’
approach isn’t just suitable for newcomers to
operating networks for the web world. “We have
customers in the fixed line market such as Level 3
Communications and BT,” he adds. “We’re part of
BT’s roll-out of BT TV and at Level 3, we’ve enabled
them to increase network load by 44%.”
That 44% increase was achieved by using Aria
Networks tools to analyse and understand what level
of network redundancy was required. “That 44%
increase in utilisation was achieved just as a result of
knowing what failure analysis meant,” adds Newton.
“Once you know what failure is you can model traffic
and routing and re-optimise the network to improve
redundancy without increasing costs.”

Aria Networks also works with mobile operators such
as Telus in Canada and Newton says the company is
about to announce its first enterprise client.
“We’ve patented the use of AI in the optimisation of
networks in the data centre, WAN or internet and we
use it, along with genetic algorithms to provide the
optimal routing paths for the business object that is
being addressed,” explains Newton, detailing how Aria
Networks is bringing this optimisation capability to
market using a series of applications. “The first
application, Visualize, is available free and enables the
CSP to visualise and super-impose onto another data
source such as Google Maps the worst case failure.
We then model each failure and identify the impacts of
re-routing the traffic.”

Steve Newton:
Bulk optimisation is
a bit like doing a
de-frag of the
network

“Bulk optimisation is a bit like doing a de-frag of the
network but the analysis taking place becomes more
complex as you move through the journey to
intelligent automation,” adds Newton. “Where it
becomes even more compelling, especially with the
move towards software defined networks (SDN), is in
the services below which are starting to move to
automation. Customers will look at network functions
and capacity management of network functions and
how network functions should be routed.”
Newton gives an example of the capabilities
customers are seeking. “We’ve been asked to
forecast resources for compute, maintenance and
storage for six months per data centre including failure
analysis and to provide information regarding manual
scaling in and out of assets,” he explains, pointing out
the six month timeframe could be a week or a day or
a minute if required. “In addition, we’re able to predict
the interaction of virtual network functions because of
that scaling in and out and are able to sell that
prediction. Most of the activity now is proof of concept
work but we do have a project that is live.”
“We have the functionality already – this will
automate,” confirms Newton. “Auto-heal, autooptimise become reality and you can optimise the
service chain and in that environment we sit in the
SDN ecosystem taking performance data from
companies like JDSU or NetScout and taking requests
from controllers made by companies like Cyan or
Brocade. Demands from those come in from the
controller and we know the performance from the
orchestration later and advise what is needed to
deliver a service or optimise it.”

Aria Networks, with AT&T,
JDSU and Ericsson is
participating in a TM Forum
Catalyst Project on
maximising profitability with
NFV orchestration. A
demonstration of the
Catalyst will be at TM
Forum Live! on 2-4 June,
2015 in Nice, France.

www.aria-networks.com

IN ASSOCIATION WITH ARIA NETWORKS
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P L A N N I N G

Network planners learn to judge
priorities and juggle resources
If you’re looking to upgrade your network to cater for the next generation, you’ll need all the help you can get, writes
Nick Booth
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So the new generation needs massive infrastructure reinforcements
with much more robust bedding, all of which eats into a fixed
budget. So pity the poor network planner who has to judge priorities
and juggle resources accordingly. As with any form of entertainment
or business, nobody knows with any certainty what will capture the
public’s imagination. So how can you prepare for that?

L

P

lanning a network has to be one of the least winnable
challenges facing the communications service provider
(CSP). Each surge in traffic volumes cannot be matched
by revenue rises. Each generation of apps seems to get
fatter too, some of them weighing many multiple
megabytes and constantly demanding attention.
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Many CSPs still plan their networks and capacity on
spreadsheets, but this is less of a luddite option than it
sounds, according to a new school of thought. The
advantage of spreadsheets is that they are cheap,
quick to pick up and universally understood.

OSS that provide an end-to-end view of the network.
Network planners need to keep an eye on future
developments – like advanced forecasting systems
that can predict scale, create policy inputs and rate
plan adjustments.

On the other hand, the vendors of network planning
systems can offer more than just a management
platform – although that is pretty powerful in itself. A
good network planning consultant can also empower
a CSP with the wealth of intelligence they have
gathered from other, more advanced markets.

“These will make the planner’s job far less
complicated as it will remove the opacity of today's
networks,” adds Parker.

Since network planning has gone much faster in the
US than Europe, the lessons learned by the two US
CSPs can be channeled through to the hundreds of
European CSPs who are following in their footsteps,
according to Bernt Ostergaard, analyst and service
director at Quocirca.

Until then, network planners will be forced to choose
between saving money and improving the quality of
experience (QoE) delivered to each subscriber. That
seems like a clear choice, but often the data is
confusing and even when it isn’t, it’s not always
presented in a way that network planners can quickly
understand, says John Brooks, the vice president of
product management at Subex.

“Software defined networks and network function
virtualisation provide some solutions, but many
operators don’t have the skills to handle it,” says
Ostergaard. This is the sort of knowledge and
experience that the likes of Guavus, Subex and
SysMech could have assimilated through their
existing US clients and could pass on in Europe.
The sharing of networks with competitors and
optimising the backhaul of traffic – as roaming tariffs
disappear – will be uniquely European challenges
however.
In which case, the choice of tools will be tricky as this
is new territory.
The more types of system you have the merrier, says
Ben Parker, principal technologist for Guavus.
“Planners use everything from active models and
analytics based systems through to spreadsheets,” he
says. Often the Excel data can be integrated into a
larger model of the network – if you have the right
planning platform.
No matter how brilliantly a planner can analyse the
relationships between the many variables on a
network, unless they can feed into a higher authority
they will never keep up with the job, says Parker. So
they need an overarching system that can provide a
real-time view of each subscriber flow and network
element from end-to-end. It’s a game in which the
goal posts are constantly shifting, across multiple
dimensions.
There are emerging concepts, like next generation

When that happens, says Parker, network planners
will be able to concentrate on maximising profit.

The design criteria for Subex’s ROC Capacity
Management product is to tell the story of the network
in terms people can understand, according to Brooks.
“Sometimes, even when the inventory is in sync with
the network, the data collected might not be any use,
as it’s presented in a format which can’t be easily
understood by the user,” says Brooks.

Ben Parker: Network
planners will be able
to concentrate on
maximising profit

Steve Bowker: Radio
network planners
need an end-to-end
approach

Though network planning tools have come a long
way, with new models offering detail on capacity and
quality of service using live data, the goalposts are
shifting again, according to Mark Slinger, head of
product at SysMech.
Catering for the new breed of rich communication
services (RCS) will further stretch the resources of
network planners. “With reduced budgets across
many CSPs, investment in unified service assurance
tools may well be a better use of capital,” says Slinger.
Relating network and service performance stats to
customer experience data could lead to smarter
planning. It would help the CSPs put capacity into
regions with poorer customer loyalty and cut the
number of subscriber defections.

Mark Slinger:
Investment in unified
service assurance
tools may be a better
use of capital

It’s all getting more complicated and network planners
need help from management vendors. “In the past,
radio network planners could sit in relative isolation,”
says Steve Bowker, the vice president of technology
and strategy at Teoco. “Now they need an end-toend approach.”
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MYCOM OSI releases Next
Generation Network Analytics

Mounir Ladki:
Looking to
address
fragmentation
between big data
platforms

MYCOM OSI has
announced the launch of
its ProInsight Network
Analytics system.
ProInsight offers network
utilisation and subscriber
behaviour insights by
integrating and
associating technical and
network information with
commercial and business
metrics. CSPs can then
make optimal, network
and business-relevant
decisions.

ProInsight also provides a foundation for
analytics-driven automated operations as
well as new CSP offerings such as to

address the challenges and opportunities
introduced by billions of connected
M2M/IoT devices.
“Our customers told us there was a big
disconnect and fragmentation between big
data platforms – that focus mostly on the
BSS side and marketing use cases – and
the network domain,” said Mounir Ladki,
the president and CTO at MYCOM OSI
“With ProInsight we use existing businesscentric big data and inject it directly and
seamlessly into network planning and
operations processes to deliver practical
analytics-driven network management use
cases with tangible business benefits, and
in doing so we help take the promise of big
data analytics from hype to realization.”

TEOCO to boost international carrier
profitability with latest version of AcuWorld
TEOCO, a provider of assurance, analytics
and optimisation solutions to
communications service providers (CSPs),
has announced the release of a new
version of AcuWorld, improving its optimalcost routing solution.
Part of TEOCO’s cost assurance suite,
AcuWorld can save CSPs millions of dollars
in termination costs, and reduce the
number of rate disputes while maintaining
quality of service. AcuWorld enables CSPs,
whether wireline, wireless, cable or VoIP, to
route international calls at the digit rather
than the destination level. The new release
improves processing and visualisation of
data with more granularity for smarter cost
and routing management.
AcuWorld improves TEOCO’s Financial
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Analytics portfolio, which focuses on
optimising costs and margins, and
increasing revenues. With telecomsdedicated technology and subject matter
expertise, TEOCO’s analytics solutions
provide a 360-degree financial view of
CSPs businesses.
“Communication service providers need
solutions that can both answer their
specific operational needs and deliver new
insights in a context of increasing
convergence between OSS and BSS,” said
Derek Canfield, an executive director of
TEOCO. “Our financial analytics portfolio
combines dedicated solutions aimed at
improving elements of cost, revenue and
margin, with a big data platform processing
virtually any network, financial or customer
event to power greater ROI.”

Telefónica UK begins
pilot deployment using
Vasona Networks to
improve mobile data
experiences
Vasona Networks, a provider of platforms
for mobile network capacity, resource
management and intelligence, has
announced a pilot deployment with
Telefónica UK at its O2 operation. This
follows trials during which the international
mobile operator has achieved real-time
visibility of network traffic and active
session management across individual
cells when congestion occurs.
O2’s customers in London will reportedly
benefit from the RAN congestion
management and insight. The Telefónica
UK pilot currently covers O2’s 3G service
and spans 700 cell sites in central
London, and involves deployments of the
Vasona SmartAIR 1000 edge application
controller and SmartVISION analysis suite.
“Working with Vasona Networks on mobile
traffic management and visibility is part of
Telefónica’s commitment to great
customer experiences,” said Tommy
Björkberg, head of network strategy and
programmes for Telefónica UK. “We field
tested in one of the world’s most denselypopulated markets to confirm the Vasona
platform’s abilities to benefit mobile data
performance for our customers. This pilot
deployment represents the next phase of
our work together.”
Biren Sood, the CEO of Vasona Networks,
added: “Telefónica UK is implementing a
mobile traffic management solution that
also provides cell-level insight to enhance
network planning and to speed resolution
of issues. Our work with Telefónica is
demonstration of how Vasona Networks
collaborates with mobile network
operators worldwide on assuring the best
consumer experiences.”
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Digital and communication service providers’
playbooks are broken and we urge you to
join us in rewriting them to gain more busibusi
ness from the ﬂood of digital moments.
Comptel is thrilled to present our new team
of Superheroes. They are unique tools of the
trade for succeeding in the post-digital era.
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Our joint target in Operation Nexterday is to:
• offer the digital buying experience for the generation
cloud
• monetise more data usage and services in less time
• orchestrate and connect digital demand and supply from
ground to cloud
• turn Big Data into intelligent fast data
DA
ATA FASTERMIND – Embeds pervasive artiﬁcial intelligence,

prediction and machine learning into our other solutions.
MONETIZER™ – business policy and charging tool. Innovate and
design rich communication and data service offers at the speed of
business.
FLOWONE™ – the ultimate fulﬁllment suite and ecosystem. Master
and automate the orchestration of service and business ﬂows from
ground to cloud.
DA
ATA REFINER
RY™ – the power facility for intelligent fast data.
Captures data-in-motion and uses embedded intelligence to reﬁne it
into automated, in-the-moment business decisions and actions.
Meet the Comptel
Superheroes at
TMForumLive!
1- 4 June in Nice

